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Coordinated Mobility for Networked Sensing Systems*
William J. Kaiser

Electrical Engineering Department, University of California, Los Angeles
and
Center for Embedded Networked Sensing
The first generation of networked embedded sensing systems have been successfully applied to
distributed monitoring of environments. These first applications have stimulated rapid growth of
applications based on an unprecedented capability for characterizing important environmental
phenomena. The primary challenges for operation of networked embedded sensing systems first
appeared in the development of scalable, low energy networking and cooperative detection. While
progress has been made towards addressing these challenges, the deployment of first generation
sensor networks has revealed a new class of problems associated with optimizing sensing fidelity and
sustainability in complex environments. Specifically, the unpredictable evolution of events and the
presence of physical obstacles to sensing introduces uncertainty in sensing and the results of sensor
data fusion. Most importantly, the inevitable presence of unpredictable physical sensing obstacles is
fundamental to environments of interest and creates a pervasive limitation that threatens to degrade
the performance of distributed sensor systems.
Perhaps the most important challenge for sensor networks is the development of capabilities for
sensor network self-awareness where the sensor network itself is capable of determining its own
sensing fidelity. Of course, with only a fixed sensor distribution and an accompanying unpredictable
set of obstacles, this self-awareness may be unachievable since obstacles may not be identifiable
within an environment by fixed sensors alone. Now, since it is the presence of physical obstacles that
create uncertainty, then physical reconfiguration of sensors is required to circumvent obstacles. This
introduces further challenge, of course, since such mobility must be autonomous and generally
sustainable in the environment. However, a new generation of networked embedded systems
incorporating controlled and precise mobility is now being explored. These Networked
Infomechanical Systems (NIMS) directly address the fundamental objective of self-awareness by
enabling motion of sensor node networks to circumvent obstacles, probe sensing fidelity, and
optimize sensor and sample distribution.
NIMS introduces a new networked embedded system capability that provides the ability to
explore large volumes, adds new networking flexibility and functionality, and new logistics for
support of distributed sensors, as well as the capability for self-awareness. This requires, in turn, the
development of new methods for scalable and optimized coordination of mobility among nodes for
many possible objectives. NIMS also introduces infrastructure-supported mobility to enable low
energy transport and retain inherent low operating energy, rapid deployment characteristics, and
environmental compatibility of distributed sensors.
This presentation will describe the development of complete NIMS systems that link mobile and
fixed sensor nodes in a hierarchical network. This will include description of NIMS architectures
matched to applications in environmental monitoring and are now deployed in the natural
environment. Environment characterization methods that exploit autonomous coordination of
sensing, motion, and fixed sensor network event detection will also be discussed. Finally, future
directions for NIMS research and applications will be discussed.
*Work in collaboration with M. Batalin, A. Kansal, R. Pon, R. Rahimi, Y. Yu, D. Estrin, M. Hansen,
G. Pottie, M. Srivastava, and G. Sukhatme.
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ABSTRACT
It is becoming clear that location-aware intelligent transportation
systems will be one of the most promising upcoming applications
for next generation vehicles. The driving force behind this is the
introduction of pervasive high performance wireless networks
and location sensing technologies, such as GPS and roadside
detection systems. Intelligent transportation systems utilise intervehicle cooperation without human assistance to provide
autonomous vehicle navigation from a given source to a predetermined destination. The resultant sentient vehicles are
‘context-aware’ autonomous cars that form cooperative `flotillas’
of peers using mobile ad hoc network environments (MANETs).
In this paper we report on our experiences of building a
component framework based middleware architecture designed
to meet the challenges of such environments. We show how such
a framework can be used to engineer a proof of concept
cooperating sentient vehicle application, and highlight the
research challenges raised.

hoc mode with a bandwidth of up to 11Mbps, improved location
accuracy provided by GPS which is capable of 3m-5m relative
positional accuracy, ultrasonic sensors for obstacle sensing,
magnetic digital compasses and Pocket PCs. However, there are
key research issues that need to be addressed to realise such
applications. We have identified the challenges posed by
cooperating sentient vehicle application, and built a resultant
Component Framework (CF) based middleware architecture. The
middleware architecture addresses the many challenges raised by
mobile context-aware applications operating in MANETs. We
have implemented this middleware platform and used it to build
a prototype of the cooperating sentient vehicle application.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. First, section
2 briefly describes the application scenario. Section 3 discusses
the challenges raised by the cooperating sentient vehicle
application and outlines our approaches to address the challenges
using component framework based middleware technology.
Section 4 briefly describes our sentient vehicle test bed. Finally,
section 5 provides our conclusions.

1. INTRODUCTION
The cooperating sentient vehicle application is a key
demonstrator of the technology developed by the EU Framework
V IST funded CORTEX project1 [7].The sentient vehicles are
‘context-aware’
cooperating
autonomous
cars,
which
autonomously navigate to a given destination. CORTEX is
concerned with developing middleware support for constructing
‘proactive applications’ based on a paradigm we call real-time
sentient objects. CORTEX proposes a sentient object model
based on anonymous event-based communication. Generally
speaking, the systems consist of an environment and a set of
sentient objects that are capable of independently sensing this
environment, deriving context and inferring autonomous action.
Applications built from sentient objects may communicate using
event channels to establish higher-level contexts and thus
cooperate with each other.
We have chosen to focus on a particular proactive application,
the ‘cooperating sentient vehicles’. This application has been
made possible with the recent technological advances including,
wireless networking such as 802.11b capable of operating in ad
1

This work was supported by EC, through project IST-FET2000-26031 (The CORTEX Project), http://cortex.di.fc.ul.pt/

2. COOPERATING SENTIENT VEHICLE
APPICATION SCENARIO
The demonstrator application is divided into two sub-problems:
1) Cooperative behaviour without human control, and 2)
Autonomous vehicle navigation from a given source to predetermined destination. The autonomous vehicles have the
objective of travelling along a given path, defined by a set of
GPS waypoints (a ‘virtual’ circuit). Every vehicle that travels
along the path cooperates with other vehicles by inter-vehicle
communication. Each vehicle needs to build a real-time
perception (an RTImage) of its surrounding environment within
some bounded error to make informed decisions regarding its
next move. The cooperation between vehicles is critical to avoid
collisions, to follow a leading vehicle and to travel safely. The
vehicles must obey external traffic signals and give way to
pedestrians who cross the road (by sensing their presence). The
intelligent vehicles can be deployed in any outdoor arena.
Vehicles need to travel from one location to another with
minimum driver assistance. Before a journey, vehicles are
notified about the virtual circuit waypoint information and
bearings.

3. CHALLENGES AND MIDDLEWARE
ARCHITECTURE
The key research challenges, that need to be addressed, to enable
the application scenarios described in section 2, are:
communication model, routing protocol, context-awareness, endto-end QoS (Quality-of-Service) and fail-safety. We address
these challenges and provide our solutions as different
component frameworks (CF). The middleware platform consists
of, Publish-Subscribe CF, Group communication CF and Context
CF. Component frameworks (CF) enforce the functional and
non-functional properties of the system, and keep consistency
across adaptations triggered by applications. A particular
instantiation of middleware components for the MANETs is
shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1 – Middleware Platform for MANET
Communication model: A key challenge that needs to be
addressed by the cooperating sentient vehicles application is the
suitable communication model. The client-server or RPC-based
paradigms supported by the state-of-the-art object oriented
middleware such as CORBA and DCOM are well suited for
fixed infrastructure based wired networks, but they are not well
suited for MANETs. In mobile ad hoc networks any centralised
infrastructure based highly coupled, synchronous communication
model is not well suited [5]. Since there is no fixed infrastructure
to host centralised services, disconnection is the norm and
communicating nodes are generally anonymous. To address this,
a loosely coupled, asynchronous, anonymous and a fully
decentralised communication model is required. The PublishSubscribe communication model has the aforementioned
properties. However, most of the state of the art publishsubscribe or event based middleware are based on centralised
event brokers. Our middleware takes the approach of having a
public-subscribe (event based) communication model, with all
the aforementioned required properties and was especially
designed for MANET. The design of Publish-Subscribe CF was
inspired by STEAM [3]. Events are transported via selectable
ad-hoc multicast protocol described below.
Routing Protocol: Routing in mobile ad-hoc networks is a
challenging issue because of frequent topological changes in

networks. Publishers and subscribers move frequently, posing a
challenge for routing of events in wireless ad-hoc networks.
Multicast routing based on proactive and reactive ad-hoc routing,
using shared state kept in the form of routes and adjacent
information, is useful in environments with low node mobility.
However, in scenarios with high node mobility such protocols are
unsuitable as shared state and topology information can quickly
become outdated. For this reason as part of the Group
communication CF, we have built a Probabilistic Multicast
Protocol for Wireless Ad Hoc Networks. The protocol
specifically targets ad hoc environments with high node mobility
and a frequently changing topology of group members. The
design of the probabilistic multicast protocol was inspired by
previous research on multicast algorithms (both proactive and
reactive) for ad-hoc networks, which shows that most existing
algorithms (AMRoute, CAMP, MCEDAR, AODV, etc.) [6]
perform inadequately when high node mobility is present in the
environment. Our multicast routing protocol is based on a
probabilistic flooding algorithm with damping, which does not
maintain shared state in nodes. The Group communication CF
also includes IP multicast protocol. Publish-subscribe CF can
dynamically reconfigure to utilise a multicast protocol from the
Group communication CF.
Context-awareness: Another challenge is context-awareness in
highly dynamic physical environments. The sentient vehicle
requires higher level context information such as relative
location, orientation and status of the entities in its proximity, in
real time, to autonomously decide its speed and steering control
actuations. The fundamental challenge is that it is not possible to
construct an exact ‘image’ (perception) of the surrounding
environment. Therefore, there is a risk of wrong decisions being
made based on inaccurate information. We follow the sentient
object paradigm [7] to model our context aware system. In broad
terms, sentient objects are objects that consume events from
variety of different sources
including sensors and event
channels, fuse them to derive higher level contexts, reason about
using a expert logic (a C Language Integrated Production
System-CLIPS inference engine)[ 4], and produces output events
whereby they actuate on the environment or interact with other
objects. The Context CF provides the facility for supporting a
range of inference engines and sensor fusion algorithms (that
may be selected at runtime). For example, one fusion component
provides algorithms to fuse sensor data from GPS, ultrasonic,
compass and context events received via event channels and
derive higher-level contexts. The fusion component algorithms
include Gaussian modelling and dead-reckoning, together with
home grown algorithms to fuse noisy sensor data and to help
build a more accurate real time ‘image’ of the environment.
End-to-End QoS Management and fail safety: In cooperating
sentient vehicle applications, timely event delivery and
awareness of the QoS of the event channels used for inter-vehicle
communication are crucial for fail-safety. Dealing with highly
dynamic interactions and continuously changing environments, at
the same time, with needs of predictable operations is a major
challenge. The key issue in operating in uncertain environments
is that timing bounds for distributed actions may be violated
because of timing failures. Therefore when executing in
uncertain environments, distributed operations with timeliness
requirements must be able to deal with timing failures. The

problem is solvable, if we could assume a reliable and timely
propagation of events through the event channels. We assume in
our architecture, that we can model the uncertainty of wireless
communication using a dependable timing failure detection
service for distributed operations. In our middleware this is
provided by University of Lisboa’s Timely Computing Base
(TCB) [2]. The TCB provides the facility to monitor timeliness
of event delivery on distributed event channels, thus providing
estimations and awareness of timing failure probability for a
given required coverage. We achieve fail-safety with timing
failures by switching the vehicles to a fail-safe state as soon as a
critical timing failure occurs.
Finally, we believe, adequate middleware support also
encourages the widespread development of promising
applications such as cooperating sentient vehicle. Without a
middleware platform, the application programmer is faced with
the immense task of dealing with low level sensors, fusion of
sensor data, distributed computing, wireless networking, and
adapting to changing QoS. Previous experiences in construction
of reflective middleware has build the basis to use reflection,
component technology and component frameworks (CF) based
approach to create aforementioned middleware platform, see [1]
for more details on our reflective middleware approach.

4. SENTIENT VEHICLE TEST BED
A sentient vehicle used in the demonstrator application is shown
in figure 2.

addition of further devices on to the ring in a plug and play
fashion making it extensible. The test bed contains a small
number of sentient vehicles and laptop acting as a sentient traffic
light. The pocket PC mounted on the sentient vehicles has the
Windows CE version of the middleware platform, which was
implemented using embedded Visual C++.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has described an interesting and challenging
application domain involving the co-ordination of autonomous
vehicles in a MANET environment. The scenario described in
section 2 is now fully operational. Based on the experience of
constructing this application, the key results are:
i) sentient object model has proved to be an excellent
programming abstraction for the development of such
applications, particularly because of their intrinsic support for
context awareness; ii) there is a real need for middleware in this
area to ease the burden on the application developer and also to
provide support for the management of non-functional concerns
such as timeliness properties; iii) the properties of configurability
and re-configurability inherent in our approach are highly suited
to this domain, for example to encourage the construction of
adaptable or autonomic systems. In ongoing work, we are
particularly keen to investigate the generality of the approach to
other domains such as environmental monitoring, smart
buildings, mobile systems for disabled or elderly people and
retail systems.
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ABSTRACT
Locating a suitable parking spot is a common challenge
faced by millions of city-dwellers every day. As common is
the revenue generation by fee and fine collection in these municipalities. Wireless ad hoc networking technologies offer a
new and efficient means to both simplify the process of parking and find collection as well as extending the convenience
for drivers. In this paper we describe a multi-hop wireless parking meter network (PMNET) that, when coupled
with a GPS receiver, allows a user (driver) to quickly locate
and navigate to an available parking space. Our solution is
achieved by equipping existing parking meters with wireless
radio frequency (RF) transceivers and auxiliary hardware
and software. We believe that this is a compelling application that applies wireless ad hoc networking and low-power,
short range RF technologies. The attractiveness of the proposal stems from the fact that such a network of nodes can
function without any fixed wired or wireless infrastructure
such as cellular or satellite networks. In this work, we model
a PMNET as a special class of ad hoc networks characterized
by a combination of static, immobile nodes (parking meters)
and mobile nodes (vehicles). We propose scalable techniques
for satisfying a mobile user’s query in a distributed fashion.

1.

MOTIVATION

It is not uncommon to see a frustrated group of friends trying to locate parking in a crowded city plaza (such as Manhattan in New York City or Harvard Square in Cambridge,
Massachusetts) before heading to their destinations1 . Now
imagine a scenario in which the occupants have a feature
that responds to a query of “Find me the closest open spots
within 100 yards of Fenway Park” or “Find me a nearby
place where two spots are open” or “Find me a 50c spot
1

In a recent book [1], Calvin Trillin eloquently captures the
psyche of a New Yorker, Tepper who enjoys sitting in his car
all day reading the newspaper, just for the opportunities to
turn other would-be parkers away. The most closely held
secret in the story concerns the easy availability of parking
meters on Madison Avenue after 7 PM.
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near Frank’s restaurant which allows parking for more than
2 hours,” and the results are presented on an in-car display
almost immediately. The user might select and reserve a
parking spot of choice, and pay the parking fee electronically before driving to the spot. Finally, the use of GPS
allows a personal navigator to show on-screen driving directions to the selected spot.
A search through US Patent Office’s website indicates several patented techniques for detecting a vacant spot in a
parking area using image processing methods and then sharing that information via a centralized wired or wireless network. Our solution proposes to utilize wireless ad hoc networks in order to facilitate the same ends. Details of our
scheme have been published elsewhere [2]. In related work,
Subramanian and Katz have briefly mentioned “parking lot
networks” as being an example of generic self-organizing systems [3].

2. ARCHITECTURE OF A PARKING METER NETWORK
Existing parking meter function needs to be augmented in
order to be able to support the application described in Section 1. Parking meters (or pm-nodes) will require a lowcost, low-power embedded processor. programmable memory and operating system. They require an inexpensive
infra-red (IR) sensor to detect occupancy; and a short-range,
low-power RF transceiver to communicate with neighboring
meters and nearby mobile vehicles. Since the transmission
range of Bluetooth’s [5] radios (≈ 10 m) may be too limiting to maintain a connected ad hoc network, we believe
that Millenial Net’s i-Bean [4] is a better candidate technology since it can support transmission ranges upto 40 m
and has nice energy saving features. We leave the detailed
investigation of how to leverage i-Bean technology for this
application as future work.
A stationary pm-node has a fixed geographical location attribute which can be exploited during the discovery process. Instead of putting GPS receivers into every parking
meter, meter deployment can include the use of a portable
GPS receiver to permanently burn the geographical coordinates of each pm-node into its memory. A locally unique ID
along with the GPS location attribute can serve as a globally unique ID (GUID). These attributes and some others
such as “street location” are non-volatile attributes. Other
attributes that are likely to be stored at a pm-node at any
time instant include the size of the spot, its current avail-

ability, the fee for use, and the time limit. These are referred
to a volatile attributes. Wirelessly enabling these devices results in their connection to a virtual network of devices thus
allowing them to function as resources that can be discovered remotely, instead of physically.
In addition to supporting drivers seeking parking, PMNETs
can be used by the municipality to simplify and optimize
revenue generation from fees or penalties. Arguably a gametheoretic analysis of the distinct goals of individuals vs. municipalities can yield a variety of approaches to parking rules.
Some representative queries that might be posed by the fee
collector or driver are:
Q0: Which streets in the locality have vacant spots right
now?
Q1: Which meters are about to expire within 200 yards of
my location (GPS coordinate specified)?

update so as to minimize bandwidth usage as well as user
latency.

3.1 Cluster-based Status Updates
A hybrid cluster-based approach which utilizes the natural
geographical clustering in PMNETs is ideal for facilitating
quick status updates and speeding up the discovery process.
Non-volatile attributes such as street name can be used to
cluster a set of pm-nodes together. The radio transmission
range is assumed to be large enough so that the pm-nodes on
opposite sides of a street can communicate with each other.
Election of Clusterheads: In our approach, exactly one
of all pm-nodes with the same street attribute serves as a
clusterhead (CH) of the set. A CH can be elected to its
role during installation or can automatically be selected by
a simple leader election process executed by all pm-nodes2 .

street (i−1,j−1)

Q2: Is there any parking spot scheduled to become available soon on Main St. until midnight?
Q3: Locate all vehicles that reside in expired spots.

street (i−2,j)

street (i,j−2)

street (i,j)

A query processing software module running on a user’s unit
structures a query in a suitable query language before it is
dumped in the network via pm-nodes that are RF-reachable
from the user’s current location. Responses to a query can
be sorted by user defined criterion before presentation to
the user. The process can be visualized as querying a physically distributed database formed by pm-nodes possessing
dynamically changing attributes. In this paper, we do not
address the details of structuring a user query or a response
since our focus is on algorithms for discovery and scalable
updates which are described in the next section.

CH(i,j)

street (i+2,j)

ClusterHeads
(unicast)

3.

CH(i,j−2)

CH(i,j)

AD HOC PARKING SPOT DISCOVERY

Although the pm-nodes are themselves static, the content
served by them changes dynamically. In addition to the
non-volatile attributes such as geographic location, it is this
dynamic content (e.g., is the spot available now?) which is
often of great interest to the users. Most mobile user queries
require both static and dynamic attributes for resolution.
A query processing module receives structured queries from
mobile users, determines if a query matches the current values of its relevant attributes and takes appropriate action.
If a query can be satisfied locally, the pm-node responds to
the user using the underlying unicast routing protocol described in Sec. 3.3. In the basic version of the system, if a
pm-node is unable to satisfy the query itself, it rebroadcasts
the query to its neighbors. In a more sophisticated version
of the system as proposed in Sec. 3.1, query processing is
performed in a hierarchical fashion on pm-nodes which act
as ClusterHeads (CH) for a set of other pm-nodes.
The status update processing module receives status updates
(values of volatile attributes) from other pm-nodes and updates the local data structures accordingly. These data
structures need to be queried repeatedly while responding to
user queries. We advocate a hybrid approach (partly proactive and partly reactive) for facilitating querying and status

source of update
ClusterHead Adjacency Graph

Figure 1: Scalable Status Update Dissemination
Dissemination of Status Updates: A non-CH pm-node
of street X upon hearing about the election of a CH in a
neighboring street Y informs its own CH about it. Thus
every CH comes to know about the CH’s in the neighboring
streets. This is useful for efficient dissemination of current
status information as the CH nodes in the entire locality
2
Each pm-node broadcasts to its neighbors a
(ID, street, val) tuple where val corresponds to a measure
of its computing resources. For example, val can be a
function of the amount of CPU and memory resources,
as well as the remaining battery power (if applicable).
Every pm-node then periodically neighbor-broadcasts the
maximum val from the same street that it has heard so
far. The pm-node with maximum val is chosen as the CH
of the particular street by every pm-node therein. Ties are
broken by IDs. This process consumes little bandwidth
as only local communication happens, and that too after
installation, failure, or repair of a pm-node. It can also be
triggered when the existing CH’s battery is about to run
out, i.e., if the pm-nodes run on battery power.

form an overlay graph and the dissemination of status updates is performed only from the affected CH to the rest of
the CH’s by means of unicast. Specifically, each pm-node
reports a change in its status (vacant → full, or vice versa)
to its CH which then floods this incremental information to
other CH’s in the PMNET. As a result of this, a user node
only needs to query a nearby CH about the attributes/status
of pm-nodes in other streets while discovering a spot.
Fig. 1 illustrates the process of performing a status update with a specific example. When a car leaves a parking
spot on street(i,j), the corresponding pm-node (marked by a
red filled circle) informs its clusterhead, CH(i,j) about this
change. Now, CH(i,j) needs to send a status update to all
other CH’s in the locality. This can be accomplished in a
number of ways. In the first approach, a CH attempts to
send reliable updates to its neighboring CH’s over unicast
(utilizing the underlying unicast routing substrate described
in Sec. 3.3) which then re-forward the updates further downstream. To determine who to forward the updates to, a
Clusterhead Adjacency Graph (CHAG) is constructed from
the topology of street intersections3 . Now, unicast forwarding needs to be done only along the edges of a minimum
spanning tree of CHAG rooted at CH(i,j)4 .
There are several trade-offs between latency and control
overhead that can be exploited in this system. A CH can
choose to disseminate only a salient part of the status update to other CH’s, e.g., if a spot in street S becomes vacant,
CH(S) can inform other CH’s of only the fact that there is an
additional vacant parking spot available, instead of furnishing the details of the spot. This can help in quick resolution
of queries like [Q0]. However, when a user in street X issues
a more involved query, CH(X) may not be able to answer
that query immediately from this delta-information, but it
can query the relevant CHs about the details of the parking
spots at the current time. This approach is advantageous
as a CH needs to store information only at a coarse level of
granularity. The obvious penalty is that of additional time
taken to discover a spot. The best approach in a particular scenario would depend on factors such as the predominant nature of queries and their frequency, the frequency of
changes, size of the PMNET etc.

3.2 Hierarchical Name-trees
Hierarchical name-trees (similar to MIT’s Intentional Naming System [6]) can be useful for answering queries such as
[Q2]. A pm-node’s unique GUID, non-volatile attributes,
and useful associated information such as nearby landmarks
are programmed set at the time of installation. When CH’s
exchange information about pm-nodes, they can create treelike data structures with actual pm-node records as leaf
nodes, and “towns”, “streets” and “localities” as virtual
nodes in the hierarchy. Fig. 2 depicts a possible instance
3
Two CH’s are adjacent in a CHAG if and only if their
corresponding streets intersect with each other.
4
In the second approach, the dissemination problem is
treated as a multicast routing problem where all the CH’s
are sinks in a multicast group and CH(i,j) is the source.
This approach however assumes that all pm-nodes support
multicast. Moreover, it is easier to guarantee reliability in
updates in this approach in contrast with doing that in the
pure multicast based solution.
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Figure 2: Hierarchical Name Trees
of a name-tree which is maintained at every CH pm-node in
a street. The triangular blocks hanging from the “Street”
nodes depict the individual pm-nodes. The relative sizes of
triangles indicate the numbers of pm-nodes existing in each
street. The various visual patterns inside them characterize the status of parking on a particular street as a whole
at a particular instant of time. Such hierarchical presentation of information is possible because of the hierarchical
geographic clustering of the pm-nodes.
When the a pm-node’s status changes, it informs its CH,
which then reflects the change in its name-tree. The latter
also floods the update to the other CH’s using the mechanisms described in Sec. 3.1. When a query such as [Q2] is
issued by the user, it gets routed to the nearest CH pm-node
and the query processing module on that pm-node searches
under the “Street” metanode in its name-tree. After finding
the “Main St.” node, it searches for suitable parking meters (children of that node in the attribute tree) which can
satisfy the request. Note that the status updates need to
occur on a detailed/individual pm-node basis and not just
at an aggregated level such as “Main St. has a 2 vacant
spots now.” If aggregates updates are being used, then the
current CH has to query the CH(Main St.) pm-node to get
more details.
The name-tree shown in Fig. 2 can also be visually presented
to a user of the system when he/she submits a general query
“Display the overall status of parking in the area”. It can
be an invaluable tool for the fee collectors who then would
not have to go to each individual parking meter and verify
if the meter has expired or not. Ideally, a fee collector can
on his/her PDA, zoom in on the streets which have expired
meters and navigate to the meters individually. This can
save significant effort and resources of the municipality.

3.3 A Hybrid Unicast Routing Architecture
After discovering a set of candidate spots, a user may initiate
communication with some of them to check the validity of
the status or to reserve a spot, if possible. Unicast routing
is necessary to facilitate this. Because pm-nodes are static
and possess a fixed GPS location attribute, the topology of
the static part of PMNET changes infrequently. Therefore,
a dynamic MANET routing protocol is unnecessary in its
full generality for routing between two pm-nodes.
We believe that position based routing schemes [7] are ideal
in static scenarios since they do not need to exchange packets
or store full routing table information. In position based

routing, packets are routed hop-by-hop in a greedy fashion
by forwarding to the neighboring pm-node which is closest
to the destination location coordinate5 .
Now, since users of a PMNET are usually mobile, their positions change continuously until they find a parking spot.
Hence, the location coordinates of a user at the time of issuing the query may not be exactly the same when a pm-node
issues a response. Therefore, static position based routing
needs to be augmented slightly in order to facilitate routing
in the reverse path (from pm-node to U). Routing table entries with reverse paths to U are setup at the intermediate
pm-nodes during the forward routing (greedy location-based
forwarding) phase, thus enabling reverse routing of messages
to the user at a slightly later time instant.
However, even the above protocol augmentation is inadequate for handling routing from a pm-node to a user or
between two users at a much later instant of time since the
reverse routing table entries may have become stale owing to
the movement of the user from his/her earlier location. The
former mode of communication may be needed when a particular pm-node wants to inform a user about competitors
for a parking spot or if it wants to warn the user about the
expiring time. The latter mode can be used by anonymous
users for negotiations about a spot. In order to solve this
problem, we believe that the use of a cluster-based MANET
routing protocol (piggybacked onto the status updates) is
appropriate.

3.4 Competition between Vehicles
When multiple users are looking for parking in a crowded
area, the scenario becomes much more interesting and a
competition between drivers begins for a small number of
available spots. In a baseline version of the system, vehicles which do not ultimately get the spot, query the system
again from their new locations hoping to find a new spot.
However, the system can be improved further by including
more state information; e.g., if vehicles v1 and v2 are competing for the same spot P , the corresponding pm-node can
inform one about the other’s current location. If v1 is physically much farther from P than v2 , it cancels its query and
searches for another spot, therefore saving time by not driving to P . More complex stochastic allocation problems can
be formulated in this context but we leave that discussion
for the paucity of space.

3.5 Fee Structure and User Behavior
Although we have not addressed fee models or rules in this
paper, we fully expect that driver behavior is coupled with
the fee structure and the competing goals of the municipality
in system design. For example, if a driver violates the time
limit, the system might automatically debit his/her account
5
In regions of the network where such a greedy path does
not exist (i.e., the only path requires that one move temporarily farther away from the destination), position based
routing schemes recover by forwarding in perimeter mode, in
which a packet traverses successively closer faces of a planar
subgraph of the full radio network connectivity graph, until
reaching a node closer to the destination, where greedy forwarding resumes. An example of a position based routing
protocol which behaves in this manner is Greedy Perimeter
Stateless Routing [8].

instead of issuing a ticket. Our proposal in amenable to such
variants, including an increase in the parking fee in a nonlinear fashion after the parking meter expires. For example,
the 2 hour fee could be $2, but if one stays for 3 hours, it
could increase to $10, and then to $30 after 4 hours. The
fee structure could thus determine user behavior and vice
versa.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an application for a wireless
parking meter network in which drivers can quickly locate
and navigate to available parking spaces. Enabling existing
parking meters with IR occupancy sensors and low power RF
transceivers can yield a self-organizing and self-managing
distributed system while relying on techniques in mobile ad
hoc networking. We described in detail algorithms for efficient discovery of vacant spots as well as scalable dissemination of status updates in order to reduce both discovery latency and the bandwidth usage. We believe that the
proposed network is both economically and technologically
feasible, although the details of a complete solution are not
shown here. For example, the issues of energy management,
failure and partition tolerance, and security are significant
for the proper functioning of the proposed system and were
not discussed in this paper. We plan to investigate these in
the future.
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Abstract

2

Sensor devices integrating embedded processors, low-power, lowbandwidth radios, and a modest amount of storage have the potential to enhance emergency medical care. Wearable vital sign sensors
can track patient status and location, while simultaneously operating as active tags. We introduce CodeBlue, a wireless infrastructure intended for deployment in emergency medical care, integrating
low-power, wireless vital sign sensors, PDAs, and PC-class systems.
CodeBlue will enhance first responders’ ability to assess patients on
scene, ensure seamless transfer of data among caregivers, and facilitate efficient allocation of hospital resources. Intended to scale
to very dense networks with thousands of devices and extremely
volatile network conditions, this infrastructure will support reliable,
ad hoc data delivery, a flexible naming and discovery scheme, and a
decentralized security model. This paper introduces our architecture
and highlights research challenges being addressed by the CodeBlue
development effort.

Wireless sensing and communication have the potential for
broad applications in medicine. Today, it is possible to obtain measurements of heart rate, oxygen saturation, end-tidal
CO2 , and serum chemistries, including serum glucose, with
small, non-invasive sensors; we expect that, over time, an increasing array of sensors with sophisticated capabilities will
become available. Companies such as Nonin and Numed
have developed wireless vital sign sensors based on Bluetooth technology, while Radianse has developed an RF-based
location-tracking system for use in hospitals. Other research
projects include the European Commission’s wide-ranging
MobiHealth Project, which aims to provide continuous monitoring of patients outside the hospital environment by developing the concept of a 3G-enabled “Body-Area Network”.
The potential applications will save lives, create valuable data
for medical research, and cut the cost of medical services.
In light of heightened risks of civilian-targeted terrorist activity, MCEs have become an increasingly important concern
for the medical community. Specifically, a large number of
casualties within a small area can overwhelm emergency field
personnel and hospital staff. Without appropriate resource
allocation and management, such situations can lead to farreaching systems failures and a breakdown of the caregiving
process.
Sensor networks provide the technology to bridge the gap
between patient load and available resources. When faced
with a large number of casualties, the goal is to first care for
those patients who will benefit the most from trauma care
and rapid surgical intervention. To accomplish this, EMTs
can deploy wireless, low-power vital sign sensors to monitor
severely injured patients. Using sensors, triage in the field and
triage at the hospital can be made interactive by continuously
feeding patient capacity information from a sensor network to
a decision support system. Such an infrastructure would allow efficient matching of out-of-hospital caseload to critical,
hospital-based trauma facilities and resources. For example,
field personnel could be alerted to locate more quickly those
victims who were initially physiologically stable, but who
subsequently deteriorate. The same sensor network would
track stable patients from triage, through treatment, to their
final hospital destination, all the while conveying vital sign
and location data to the host system.

1

Introduction

Wireless sensor networks are an emerging technology consisting of small, low-power, and low-cost devices that integrate limited computation, sensing, and radio communication
capabilities. This technology has the potential to have enormous impact on many aspects of emergency medical care.
Sensor devices can be used to capture continuous, real-time
vital signs from a large number of patients, relaying the data
to handheld computers carried by emergency medical technicians (EMTs), physicians, and nurses. Wearable sensor nodes
can store patient data such as identification, history, and treatments, supplementing the use of back-end storage systems
and paper charts. In a mass casualty event (MCE), sensor
networks can greatly improve the ability of first responders
to triage and treat multiple patients equipped with wearable
wireless monitors. Such an approach has clear benefits for
patient care but raises challenges in terms of reliability and
complexity.
While there have been many recent advances in biomedical sensors, low-power radio communications, and embedded
computation, there does not yet exist a flexible, robust communication infrastructure to integrate these devices into an
emergency care setting. We are developing CodeBlue, an efficient wireless communication substrate for medical devices
that addresses ad hoc network formation, naming and discovery, security and authentication, as well as filtration and aggregation of vital sign data. CodeBlue is designed to operate
across a wide range of devices, including low-power “motes,”
PDAs, and PCs, and addresses the special robustness and security requirements of medical care settings.

3

Potential for impact

Technologies

A number of new technologies are now becoming viable for
introduction into pre-hospital and in-hospital settings. Wireless sensor devices, such as the Berkeley MICA “mote,” consist of an embedded microcontroller, low-power radio, and
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Figure 2: The CodeBlue communication substrate.
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Figure 1: (a) Our mote-based pulse oximeter. (b) The accompanying patient triage application.

a modest amount of local storage in a small (5.7 cm × 3.2
cm × 2.2 cm) package, powered by 2 AA batteries. The
device consumes roughly 20 mA when active, resulting in
a battery lifetime of 5–6 days if continuously running. The
device can drop to a very low power sleep state of 10µA, increasing lifetime to over 20 years, albeit without any activity.
In general, applications will employ duty-cycling to achieve
good lifetimes with reasonable communication and computation rates. These devices run a specialized operating system,
called TinyOS [1], that specifically addresses the concurrency
and resource management needs of sensor nodes.
The radio transceivers used in these devices differ substantially from existing commercial wireless technologies, such
as 802.11b and Bluetooth. The current MICA platform uses
a single-chip radio, the Chipcon CC1000, operating at 433
or 916 MHz, with a maximum data rate of 76.8 kbps. The
practical indoor range is approximately 20–30 m. The limited bandwidth and computational capabilities of these devices precludes the use of Internet-based protocols and such
services as TCP/IP, DNS, and ARP.
The next generation, which will be available in a matter of months, incorporates a radio conforming to the new
IEEE 802.15.4 standard, operating at 2.4 GHz with 250 kbps
bandwidth. This standard is being pushed by industry as the
next generation technology for ultra-low-power, limited range
wireless communications and will be well-suited for a number of novel industrial applications. We are interested in understanding the security and reliability of this technology for
medical applications.
The devices are capable of operating as active tags, storing
information on a patient’s identity, status, history, and interventions, thereby obviating the need for back-end storage systems or paper charts. Moreover, the devices are significantly
smaller than existing portable monitors, operate for months
on a single pair of alkaline batteries, and completely eliminate wires. In addition, it is possible to track the location of
these devices down to meter-level accuracy using ultrasoundranging or RF-localization strategies.
As a demonstration of wireless vital sign monitoring using sensor network devices, we have developed a mote-based
pulse oximeter, shown in Figure 1(a). The device consists
of a MICA2 mote with a pulse oximetry signal-processing
module designed by BCI, Inc. The pulse oximetry board consumes only 6.6 mA, in addition to the 20 mA consumed by
the MICA2 mote in full operation, and is small enough to

integrate into a compact package. The device transmits periodic packets containing heart rate, SpO2 (blood oxygen saturation), and plethysmogram waveform data. We are also developing a mote-based two-lead ECG, and believe a range of
other vital sign sensors can be readily developed using this
platform.
Vital sign data from multiple patients can be relayed using
an adaptive, multi-hop routing scheme either to a wired base
station (such as a PC or laptop) or directly to multiple handheld PDA devices carried by EMTs, physicians, or nurses.
Figure 1(b) shows our patient triage application, based on the
.NET Compact Framework, running on an iPAQ PDA with
Windows CE. In addition to collecting a constant stream of
vital signs from each patient, the application can integrate the
data with an electronic patient care record using an application such as 10Blade, Inc.’s iRevive.

4

CodeBlue: A Wireless Infrastructure for
Emergency Response

Integration of low-power wireless devices into medical settings raises a number of novel challenges. Current demonstration systems operate with a small number of devices under
fairly static conditions. Scaling up to handle a mass casualty
scenario and ensuring robust operation with a high degree of
mobility and minimal packet loss poses a number of open
problems. We do not wish to assume an existing wireless infrastructure; the system must work in an ad hoc manner.
We are developing CodeBlue, a wireless communications
infrastructure for critical care environments. CodeBlue is designed to provide routing, naming, discovery, and security for
wireless medical sensors, PDAs, PCs, and other devices that
may be used to monitor and treat patients in a range of medical settings. CodeBlue is designed to scale across a wide
range of network densities, ranging from sparse clinic and
hospital deployments to very dense, ad hoc deployments at a
mass casualty site. CodeBlue must also operate on a range
of wireless devices, from resource-constrained motes to more
powerful PDA and PC-class systems.
We are in the early design and prototyping stages of CodeBlue’s development; the discussion that follows outlines our
current design goals and the research challenges that emerge
in this environment.

4.1

CodeBlue Architecture

CodeBlue (depicted in Figure 2) offers a scalable, robust “information plane” for coordination and communication across
wireless medical devices. CodeBlue provides protocols and

services for node naming, discovery, any-to-any ad hoc routing, authentication, and encryption.
CodeBlue is based on a publish/subscribe model for data
delivery, allowing sensing nodes to publish streams of vital
signs, locations, and identities to which PDAs or PCs accessed by physicians and nurses can subscribe. To avoid network congestion and information overload, CodeBlue will
support filtration and aggregation of events as they flow
through the network. For example, physicians may specify
that they should receive a full stream of data from a particular
patient, but only critical changes in status for other patients
on their watch.
The use of ad hoc networking will allow the “mesh” of
connectivity to extend across an entire building or between
multiple, adjacent facilities. Additional coverage, if necessary, will be possible with placement of fixed nodes in hallways, rooms, or other areas. No matter the topology, the network will be self-organizing: loss of a given node or network
link can be rapidly detected and data re-routed accordingly.
CodeBlue will also provide for reliable transmission of critical data through content-specific prioritization and dynamic
scaling of transmission power.
CodeBlue will support a flexible security model allowing
a range of policies to be implemented. For example, it is necessary that EMTs who require access to patient data be authenticated by the network before they are able to receive all
patient information. One EMT must also be able to hand off
access rights to another, as when a new rescue team arrives
on the scene of a disaster. Authentication must be performed
transparently as the patient is transported from disaster site
to hospital, or transferred between hospitals. Access control
must be decentralized to avoid reliance on a single authoritative system.
CodeBlue will simplify application development by providing a rich infrastructure for connectivity of medical devices. In the hospital, data collected from wireless sensors
can be relayed to fixed, wired terminals and integrated with
patient records in existing hospital information systems. At
a mass casualty site, an ambulance-based system can record
extensive data streams from each wireless sensor or PDA to
support audits and billing.

4.2

Research Challenges

We have identified a number of critical challenges in our
early work on CodeBlue. We intend to explore these problems in our design efforts. To achieve the level of robustness required for medical telemetry, significant research must
be undertaken to design communication protocols, energymanagement schemes, and encryption algorithms appropriate
to this domain.
Communication challenges: The first challenge is secure,
reliable, ad hoc communication among groups of sensors and
mobile, handheld devices. Unlike 802.11 networks, sensor
networks are entirely self-organizing and operate with extremely limited energy and computational resources. To limit
energy consumption it is desirable for nodes to minimize their
transmit power to achieve acceptable connectivity without inducing network interference. In addition, the network must
prioritize the transmission of critical data, such as a sudden
change in patient status. Existing wireless networks provide
only “best effort” service and do not explicitly provide for
prioritized traffic, which is critical for medical applications.

Computational challenges: Sensor nodes have very limited computational power, and traditional security and encryption techniques are not well-suited to this domain. While
secret-key cryptographic systems have been demonstrated on
motes, there is currently no practical means of establishing encryption keys. We are exploring the use of efficient,
integer-based elliptic curve cryptography which has the potential to allow rapid rekeying among groups of sensors. Our
system must allow physicians, nurses, and others to assign
quickly access rights to patient data and to determine handoff
credentials when a patient is transferred. Existing authentication systems are extremely rigid in this regard.
Programming challenges: Finally, coordination of a diverse array of sensors, active tags, handheld computers, and
fixed terminals requires a cohesive communication and programming model to underlie the system’s operation. Existing
software for sensor nodes is very low-level and does not provide higher-level services such as discovery, naming, security,
and data delivery within a common framework. Our goal is
to develop a flexible protocol suite for integrating a range of
wireless devices in a critical care setting.

5 Current Status
We have completed an initial design of CodeBlue and prototypes of several of the components described herein. The
pulse oximetry mote has been completed and development of
an ECG mote is currently underway. We have explored the
use of an adaptive spanning-tree multi-hop routing algorithm,
based on the TinyOS Surge protocol [4], and we have incorporated dynamic transmission power scaling to minimize interference. A public key infrastructure based on elliptic curve
cryptography is currently being tested [2]. A sophisticated
programming model using abstract regions for routing, data
sharing, and aggregation has also been developed [3].
We believe that deploying low-power wireless devices in
emergency and disaster response pushes the envelope on a
number of important research challenges. With CodeBlue, we
are attempting to bring these together into a coherent system
to provide routing, addressing, security, and prioritization of
data. Such an infrastructure is necessary to realize the benefits
of these next-generation wireless devices.
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ABSTRACT
Incorporating new healthcare technologies for proactive health
and elder care will become a major priority over the next decade, as medical care systems world-wide become strained by the
aging boomer population. We present MIThril LiveNet, a flexible distributed mobile platform that can be deployed for a variety of proactive healthcare applications. The LiveNet system
allows people to receive real-time feedback from their continuously monitored and analyzed health state, as well as communicate health information with care-givers and other members of
an individual’s social network for support and interaction.

1. INTRODUCTION
The United State’s dramatically aging population --- 76 million baby boomers reaching retirement age within the next decade --- will require great changes to the existing medical care
system. The U.S. healthcare system is not structured to be able
to adequately service the rising healthcare needs of the aging
population, and a major crisis is imminent. Under the current
system, a patient visits the doctor only once a year or so, or
when they already have clear symptoms of an illness. The failure to do more frequent and regular health monitoring is particularly problematic for the elderly as they have more medical issues and can have rapidly changing health states. Even more
troubling is the fact that current medical specialists can’t explain
how most problems develop, because they usually only see patients when something has already gone wrong.
The best solution to these problems lies in more proactive
healthcare technologies that put more control into the hands of
the people. The vision is a healthcare system that will help an
individual to maintain their normal health profile by providing
better monitoring and feedback, so that the earliest signs of disease can be detected and corrected. This can be accomplished by
continuously monitoring a wide range of vital signs, providing
early warning systems for people with high-risk medical problems, and “elder care” monitoring systems that will help keep
seniors out of nursing homes.
There has been a dichotomy in the mindsets of researchers
as to the best methodology for implementing these future
healthcare applications. One philosophy focuses on putting sensing and technology infrastructure in the environment, freeing the
individual from having to carry anything. Pervasive computing,
ambient intelligence, and ‘smart rooms’ all fit into this paradigm. While this methodology is attractive as it makes the technology transparent, it has potential downsides from large implementation costs as well as the fact that the technology is limited to being effective only where the infrastructure exists.
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Furthermore, it is often not technically feasible or practical to be
able to obtain some types of information from sensing at a distance (such as physiological information).
At the other end of the spectrum, the wearable computing
community has focused on developing mobile health technology
that people can carry at all times, wherever they go. While this
provides the opportunity to be able to constantly and intimately
monitor all the relevant contextual information of an individual
as well as providing instantaneous feedback and interaction, it
comes at the cost of potentially being invasive, unwieldy, and
distracting.
There exist rich opportunities that lie somewhere in between these two polar methodologies. By combining elements
from each type of technology, it is possible to leverage the benefits of both to create a system that is more flexible than either
alone. LiveNet attempts to do this, creating a powerful mobile
system capable of significant local sensing, real-time processing, distributed data streaming, and interaction, while relying on
off-body resources for wireless infrastructure, long-term data
logging and storage, visualization/display, complex sensing, and
more computation-intensive processing.

2. THE MITHRIL LIVENET SYSTEM
The LiveNet system is based on the MIThril 2003 architecture, a proven accessible architecture that combines inexpensive
commodity hardware, a flexible sensor/peripheral interconnection bus, and a powerful light-weight distributed sensing, classification, and inter-process communications software layer to
facilitate the development of distributed real-time multimodal
and context-aware applications.
There are three major components to the MIThril LiveNet
architecture; a PDA-centric mobile wearable platform, the Enchantment software network and resource discovery API, and
the MIThril real-time machine learning inference infrastructure.
Each of these components are briefly described below. For a
more detailed description of the hardware and software infrastructure used by LiveNet, please reference [1].

2.1 Hardware and Sensing Technology
The MIThril LiveNet system is based on the Zaurus SL5500, a linux-based PDA mobile device. This system allows
applications requiring real-time data analysis, peer-to-peer wireless networking, full-duplex audio, local data storage, graphical
interaction, and keyboard/touchscreen input.
A sensor hub, which can also function independently as a
compact flash based data acquisition platform, is used to interface the PDA with the sensor network. A small sample of implementations of the sensor hub in stand-alone operation include
real-time critical health monitoring [2] and identifying activities
of daily living [3], and social network monitoring.
Currently available stand-alone sensor designs include accelerometers, IR active tag readers (used in conjunction with IR

tags that can be used to tag locations or objects), battery monitors, GPS units, microphones, EKG/EMG, galvanic skin response (GSR), and temperature sensors. The sensor hub also
allows us to interface with a wide range of commercially available sensors, including pulse oximetry, respiration, blood pressure, EEG, blood sugar, humidity, core temperature, heat flux,
and CO2 sensors. Any number of these sensors can be combined
through junctions to create a diversified on-body sensor network.

Figure 1: MIThril system, composed of the Zaurus PDA (right)
with Hoarder sensor hub and physiological sensing board (top),
EKG/EMG/GSR/ temperature electrodes and sensors (left) and
combined three-axis accelerometer and IR tag reader (bottom)

tended the basic concept of the ambulatory Holter monitor (enabling a physician to record a patient’s EKG for a small continuous period of time), which for decades was really the only
common health monitor in existence.
In contrast, we are building a multi-functional mobile
healthcare device that is at the same time a personal health
monitor, social network support enabler and communicator,
context-aware agent, and multimodal feedback interface. A
number of key attributes of the LiveNet System that make it an
enabling distributed healthcare system include:
•

Wireless capability with resource posting/discovery
and data streaming to distributed endpoints

•

Flexible sensing for context-aware applications that
can facilitate interaction in a meaningful manner and
provide relevant and timely feedback/information

•

Unobtrusive, minimally invasive, and non-distracting

•

Continuous long-term monitoring capable of storing a
wide range of physiology as well as contextual information

•

Real-time classification/analysis and feedback of data
that can promote and enforce compliance with healthy
behavior

•

Trending/analysis to characterize long-term behavioral
trends of repeating patterns of behavior and subtle
physiological cues, as well as to flag deviations from
normal behavior

•

Enables new forms of social interaction and communication for community-based support by peers and
establishing stronger social ties within family groups

2.2 Software Infrastructure
The Enchantment API is an implementation of a whiteboard inter-process communications and streaming data system
suitable for distributed, light-weight embedded applications. It
provides a uniform structure and systematic organization for the
exchange of information that does not require synchronous
communications. Enchantment is intended to act as a streaming
database, capturing the current state of a system (or person, or
group) and can support many simultaneous clients distributed
across a network and hundreds of updates a second on modest
embedded hardware. We have even demonstrated the ability to
use the Enchantment for bandwidth-intensive VoIP-style audio
communications.

2.3 Context Classification System
The MIThril Inference Engine is a simple, clean architecture for applying statistical machine learning techniques to the
modeling and classification of body-worn sensor data. The important design features of the system are simplicity, modularity,
flexibility, and implementability under tight resource constraints. The Inference Engine abstracts the data analysis into
distinct steps, including the transformation of raw sensor data
into features more suitable for the particular modeling task, the
implementation of statistical and hierarchical, time-dependent
models that can be used to classify a feature signal in real time,
and the development of Bayesian inference systems which can
use the model outputs for complex interpretation and decisionmaking.

3. APPLICATIONS
Most commercial mobile healthcare platforms have focused on data acquisition applications to date, with little attention paid to enabling real-time, context-aware applications.
Companies like Digital Angel, Lifeshirt, Bodymedia have ex-

In remainder of this section, we present a variety of realworld and potential applications of the MIThril LiveNet System.

3.1 Health and Clinical Classification
The LiveNet system has proven to be a convenient, adaptable platform for developing real-time monitoring and classification systems using a variety of sensor data, including accelerometer-based activity-state classification (that can differentiate
between activities such as running, walking, standing, biking,
climbing stairs, etc.) [4], GSR-based stress detectors, accelerometer-based head-nodding/shaking agreement classifiers, and
audio-based speaking state (talking/not talking, prosidy) classifiers which can help characterize conversation dynamics [5].
Work on these real-time classifiers has also been extended
to include critical health conditions. Examples of current collaborations between the Human Dynamics Group and clinicians
include a study on the effects of medication on the dyskinesia
state of Parkinson’s patients with a Harvard neurologist [6], a
pilot epilepsy classifier study with the University of Rochester
Center for Future Health, a depression medication study with the
MGH Department of Neuroscience, and a hypothermia study
with the ARIEM (Advanced Research in Environmental Medicine) at the Natick Army Labs [7].
The sensor data and real-time classification results from a
LiveNet system can also be streamed to off-body servers for
subsequent processing, trigger alarms or notify family members
and caregivers, or displayed/processed by other LiveNet systems

or computers connected to the data streams for complex realtime interactions.

Figure 2: MIThril LiveNet wearable performing real-time FFT
analysis and activity classification on accelerometer data, visualizing the results, as well as wirelessly streaming real-time
EKG/GSR/temperature and classification results to a remote
computer with a projection display as well as peer LiveNet systems that may be anywhere in the world.

3.2 Long-term Health/Behavioral Trending
The MIThril LiveNet platform also lends itself naturally to
be able to do a wide variety of long-term healthcare monitoring
applications by using the currently available physiological sensors. The atomic classifiers discussed in Section 3.1 can be
combined together in a hierarchical manner to develop timedependent models of human behavior at longer timescales.
We are collaborating on the MIT/TIAX PlaceLab, a crossinstitutional research smart living environment [8], to provide a
very robust infrastructure to be able to collect and study longterm health information in conjunction with data collected by
LiveNet systems.
The information collected from the multimodal sensors can
then be used to construct activities of daily living, important
information in being able to profile a person’s healthy living
style. Furthermore, these activities of daily living can initiate
action on the part of the wearable PDA. Examples include experience sampling, a technique to gather information on daily
activity by point of querying (which can be set to trigger based
on movement or other sensed context by the PDA). The system
can also proactively suggest alternative healthy actions at the
moment of decision, where it has been demonstrated as being
more effective at eliciting healthy behavior [9].

3.4 Community Support and Feedback
Traditionally, mobile healthcare applications are usually
thought of in the context of single users, such as individualized
monitoring, bio-feedback, and assistive PIM applications. LiveNet allows us to extend this paradigm by using mobile technology to also assist and augment group collaboration and other
types of social interaction.
One of the main problems with new health technology, particularly for the technophobic elderly, is that it can be very im-

personal and distracting. As such, compliance has always been
one of the largest problems of using information technologies
within the healthcare industry.
Social groups activities provide a compelling way to support and enforce compliance, potentially eliciting healthy behavior in peer groups. One example of this is DiaBetNet [10], a
distributed PDA-based handheld game that has been shown to
help diabetic children learn to regulate their own blood sugar
levels through competitive community games.
The LiveNet systems can also be configured to enable
point-to-point real-time audio data streams, functioning as
communicators that can provide instantaneous voice interaction
to groups. By simply pushing a button, individuals can communicate with each other without effort, thereby strengthening the
social network and peer support groups. Reducing the effort
needed to communicate can significantly change group interaction dynamics, much as instant messaging revolutionized text
communication relative to slower email communication.
Through these instantaneous communication channels, it is possible to create the feeling of virtual proximity of social peer or
family groups, despite the fact that there may be large geographical separation between individuals.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The MIThril LiveNet system embodies a flexible system
infrastructure capable of a variety of individual and group-based
context-aware healthcare applications. As the various applications demonstrate, there is great promise for this system to be
able to allow groups of individuals to communicate and support
each other more effectively.
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ABSTRACT
Companies want to provide their customers with highly
individualized products so as to gain sustainable advantages
over their competitors. The high degree of individualization has
also deep effects on the production: it demands a vast amount of
highly specialized tools for certain steps in the production
process and a frequent changing of machinery settings and tools.
As a result, the management of production resources and their
coordination become quite dynamic and complex, so that
existing resource management systems are too static to handle
them.
This paper shows how the use of pervasive and mobile computing
can help companies to address the resulting problems. It derives
the requirements and identifies resulting research challenges,
especially pertaining to the mobility and dynamic state of the
tools. Finally, the Nexus platform is presented and it is shown
how some of the identified challenges are addressed.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]: Client/Server, Distributed
Applications, Distributed Databases, H.2.4 [Systems]:
Distributed Databases, Query Processing, Relational Databases,
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Query Formulation,
Selection Process, J.1 [Administrative Data Processing]:
Manufacturing

General Terms
Management, Economics, Human Factors

Keywords
Smart Factory, Production Environment, Mobile Computing,
Context-aware Applications

1. INTRODUCTION: THE CURRENT
SITUATION IN PRODUCTION
ENVIRONMENTS
While the manufacturing processes of consumer goods like in the
automotive and electronic engineering industries are dominated
by standardized products and defined components, the character
of capital goods manufacturing such as in machine tools and
manufacturing systems industries is stamped by a high
percentage of custom-made solutions, by high numbers of
product varieties with simultaneously low batch sizes. This high
degree of individualization, which is very typical for capital
goods, often affords a vast amount of highly specialized tools for
certain steps in the production process and a frequent changing of
the machinery settings and tools. This puts stress on present
reactive planning systems, making the process intransparent and
difficult to control. Our studies show that the development of the
ratio of mobile resources to machines almost doubled over the
last 20 years. Therefore a more transparent, optimized production
resource management system is needed that can handle the
highly dynamic information and thus enables a better
synchronization of the resource use. Active planning based on
current and exact information is a central element of success for
factories with high demands in productivity and flexibility.
Reports of company representatives often criticize an
unsatisfying supply of mobile manufacturing resources:
Equipment or material is missing when the manufacturing should
start, the wrong resources have been fetched or resource
deliveries are unpunctual which leads to production delays. Often
tools are still ordered from the stock even though the production
has already been cancelled. Furthermore, amount, location and
state of tools in use, e.g. mechanical wear of a cutter, are often
unknown. Tool inventories are not exactly known by number and
kind: tool reservoirs are either scaled too large encouraged by
flexible production programs and changing responsibilities
throughout the tool life cycle (cost inefficient) or too small
(production delays).
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2. A SCENARIO FOR THE PRODUCTION
OF PRINTING MACHINES
As a realistic scenario imagine a medium sized production
company for printing machines and supplies. The company holds
400 machines (milling, drilling, etc.) and about 200,000 mobile
resources (tools, fixtures, measurement equipment etc.). While
92% of the tools are in store, approximately 8% are going
through the different phases of their life cycle at any time.
Information about the production are still brought to the worker
using field bus systems or paper sheets and work plans that are
attached to the material showing the needed work steps. Most
problems concern the management of highly mobile
manufacturing resources such as tools, e.g. cutters that enter the
system, constantly change their state and at a certain point leave
the company. These tools are subjected to closed, complex life
cycles consisting of storage, measurement and presetting,
transport to the point of use and partial consumption,
reprocessing, repair and transport back to storage or recycling.
These cycles must be exactly timed and coordinated with the
ongoing production process so as to avoid stops due to missing,
wrong or worn tools. Late innovations in production engineering
like high performance cutting lead to an even stronger speeding
up of the tool cycles: since modern processing centers constitute
high investments, an economical use of the machines calls for a
high load and throughput and thus for high cutting speeds. A
faster wear of the tools and therefore an earlier need for
corrective maintenance e.g. reprocessing of the cutters, are
deliberately accepted
During the life cycle the dynamic state of tools has to be captured
and communicated to the parties involved: the production
planning system for direct resource planning in production; the
stock & tool management system for positioning of tools and
state analysis; the quality control for quality assurance of the
process; supply chain management for material flow analysis and
effects on the supply chain; production controlling for
information on the effectiveness of the company and optimization
potential. As shown, different objects of the production system
are interested in the information using different views of the
information. This is even more challenging taking into account

that the tools run through different zones of responsibility. The
goal is to optimize the production towards time (faster supply of
needed resources, shorter planning time), quality (higher
production quality by continuous surveillance of tool state and
work results) and costs (lower tool stock size and lower fixed
capital using efficient information flow).

3. REQUIREMENTS AND CHALLENGES
In order to reach the goals described in the scenario, dynamic
information has to be provided to the smart resource management
system. In the following we discuss the requirements that have to
be fulfilled and identify the challenges that have to be met on the
way.

Gathering Dynamic Information
Depending on the kind of tool, it has to be equipped with sensors
and/or identification tags. Smaller and simpler tools may only
have identification tags, so that their current location can be
determined by the storage, the transport cart or the machine that
is using it. Larger and more complex tools, as well as machines
and transport equipment can be equipped with sensors, and
possibly a limited amount of processing power, storage and
communication facilities, so that they can provide information
about their current state.
Challenge 1: Suitable identification tags, sensors, sensor readers
and communication facilities have to be found with a small form
factor and limited power consumption that work in a factory
environment (e.g. RFIDs that work in an environment with a lot
of metal and interfering electromagnetic fields of other
production machines, high resistance against chemical,
mechanical and thermal influences ).
To determine the position of the tools a positioning system is
needed that provides accurate position information.
Challenge 2: A positioning system is needed that provides
accuracies in the range of 15cm that can be employed on a large
scale and that works in a factory environment (e.g. accurate
systems based on ultrasound have a problem with interfering
noise in the factory).

Worker

Figure 1: Resources and communication in a smart factory

Updating Smart Resource
Management Systems
The current state and the location of the
tools have to be communicated to the
smart resource management system. For
the tools that are currently in use, the
information should be updated every 10
to 30 seconds to always have accurate
information about the current situation
in the factory. As there are 200,000 tools
of which 8% are in use, an update rate
of at least 2000 updates per seconds for
both the location and the state of the tool
has to be supported. The information
about the tools in stock only needs to be
updated every 3 minutes, so this leads to
an update rate of 1000 updates per
second.

Challenge 3: The resource management system has to handle
high update rates with about 3000 location updates and the same
number of state updates per second.

Application 1
Query

Supporting Different Types of Queries
The smart resource management system has to efficiently support
different kinds of queries. We can differentiate between objectbased queries and location-based/spatial queries.
Challenge 4: The resource management system has to provide
efficient support for spatial queries, which is especially
challenging with respect to highly dynamic mobile objects. For
an efficient support of such queries a spatial index is necessary
and this index is constantly changing as the objects are moving.

Integration of Different Information
In order to answer queries different kinds of data has to be
integrated, e.g. potentially large static information about a certain
tool together with its current dynamic state. The static
information may already be available in the current production
planning systems.
Challenge 5: The smart resource management system has to be
integrated with current production planning systems (PPS) and
enterprise resource planning systems (ERP) such as SAP R3.

Queries over and Handovers between Different
Organizational Units
The tools are handled by different organizational units, e.g.
storage, transportation, production and recycling. These
organizational units may have separate information systems.
Challenge 6: It must be possible to make queries over
information from different organizational units and to allow
seamless handovers of the data between different organizational
units when tools cross organizational boundaries.
If we broaden the picture and look at multiple factories or a
whole supply-chain, this challenge becomes even more
important.
Whereas Challenge 1 and Challenge 2 are mainly engineering
challenges, Challenge 3 to Challenge 6 fall into the area of
mobile computing and networking. In the following section we
will present the Nexus platform and how it addresses some of
these challenges.

4. NEXUS: ON THE WAY TOWARDS A
SOLUTION
The Nexus project at the University of Stuttgart is funded by the
German Research Foundation (DFG) as a center of excellence
with more than 30 researchers. The goal is to develop a platform
to support mobile, context-aware applications based on spatial
world models. One application area that is investigated in this
context is the “smart factory”.
The Nexus platform aims at world-wide scalability. It is
unrealistic that there will be one homogenous model of the real
world. Instead there will be multiple different (partial) models at
different levels of detail and each of these models is stored on a
context server. However, the application should not have to deal
with the heterogeneity and distribution of the model. As shown
in Figure 2, applications query a federation component. The
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Figure 2: Nexus Platform
federation then queries the servers that have the data to answer
the query, integrates the replies and provides the application with
a homogenized result.
A smart resource management system for a single factory has a
smaller scale, but as we have seen in Challenge 6 there are
different organizational units that possibly have separate
information systems. To integrate them, the federation concept
seems to be a suitable approach that also scales to whole supply
chains involving multiple companies.
For the Nexus platforms, we envision different kinds of context
servers, depending on the dynamics and mobility of the objects.
Currently two types of servers exist, spatial model servers that
handle the data of stationary objects and location servers that
handle the position information of highly mobile object. We plan
to add specialized servers for highly dynamic sensor information
in the near future. With these specialized servers, Challenge 3
and Challenge 4 can be addressed. Currently a single, mainmemory-based location server can handle about 2000 position
updates per second, allowing the efficient processing of spatial
queries through a spatial index. Current databases with spatial
extensions can only handle around 100 position updates per
second. Federating multiple location servers provides the
scalability that is necessary for the smart factory.
Within the Nexus project, we are going to build a prototype
system in order to show the feasibility of the approach.

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
As shown, the ideas of mobile and ubiquitous computing not only
have a potential for improving our everyday life but also for
optimizing production systems and the challenges of industrial
systems. On the way, there are a number of challenges, some of
which we have identified in this paper, especially regarding the
management of highly mobile resources with dynamic state. The
Nexus platform may provide the basis to address some of them.
In addition to the technical challenges, there are a number of soft
issues like safety and security (industrial spying and sabotage),
or the effects and influences on the persons working in a smart
factory (loss of competences and their compensation, growing
numbers of staff away sick due to bad job satisfaction or stress
and thus growing costs for the company etc.) that have to be
investigated as well. This more holistic approach of technology
assessment avoids disciplinary blinders and requires
interdisciplinary research, which we conduct in our center of
excellence.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the architecture and implementation of a
self-configuring wireless sensor network used in a cold chain
management tool.
Categories and subject descriptors: B.4.1 [Input/Output and
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[Computer Communication Networks]: Network Architecture
and Design – Wireless communication; C.2.2 [Computer
Communication
Networks]:
Network
Protocols
–
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1. FROM FARM TO FORK
With retail industry being legally responsible for the quality of
sold goods, early detection of inadequate storage conditions
with respect to temperature will reduce risk and cost to remove
products from the sales channel. Wireless technology provides
the required flexibility and economic feasibility because it:
• can be introduced progressively;
• can be applied in both static (display cases) and mobile
environments (transport and delivery);
• may travel with the goods;
• has low installation costs due to the absence of wiring;
• will reconfigure automatically if display cases are moved
(e.g. for promotions).
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Figure 1: The cold chain extends from the producer to
the consumer via distribution centres and stores
It should be recognized that the cold chain extends over
multiple sites where a single producer provides multiple
distribution centres that may deliver to different retail clients
(Figure 1). A management system should fit to this logistics
without requiring large changes in day-to-day operations.
To make such a system economically feasible, a wireless
approach has been developed that offers a set of interesting

features, in particular:
• Plug-and-play installation: new devices are automatically
recognized by the network.
• No need for planning: installation has to be possible
without expensive site-specific preparation.
• Long battery life: battery life exceeds hardware lifetime,
thus eliminating the need for battery replacement.
• Redundancy: multiple communication paths exist to
improve the probability of good delivery.
• Reliable data transfer: all data transfers need to be
confirmed.
• Simple local testing: connectivity can be tested locally with
a ping-like function on the device.
• Licence-free operation: all devices operate in the ISMbands.
Based on these requirements, IP01 SA has developed a
complete cold chain monitoring system called SECURIfood™.
Commercialized as a service, it provides its clients with an early
warning of possible cold-chain ruptures by its call centre, as
well as a comprehensive on-line reporting and data management
system (www.securifood.com).
This paper presents the technical challenges that occurred with a
particular focus on the embedded wireless communication
aspect.

2. THE WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK
2.1 A Scalable System Architecture
In order to be able to manage the information that is distributed
over multiple sites and includes moving elements, a multi-level
hierarchical and centralized structure has been designed (Figure
2), where each element has been optimized to provide just
enough resources to handle the operations.
The front level is formed by the Sensor Units (SU). The basic
interface for this device is a digital two-wire I2C interface.
Analogue sensors or more complex input (or output) devices
can be connected using standard I2C bridges or the more
elaborate Adapter Unit. This unit transforms the input and can
be programmed to perform specific signal conditioning. The SU
processes the information locally and stores it until it is
retrieved over the air interface. Typically, up to 250 SUs are
used per site but larger numbers are possible if the data
exchange rate is low.
Radio coverage is provided by the Relay Units (RU); one unit is
required for approximately 1000 m2. Each unit contains a local
processing unit, a permanent energy source and a radio
transceiver. Multiple RUs seamlessly link to each other and
provide multi-hop scalable connectivity at the local level.
The Access Box (AB) is the local master of the system.
Equipped with the same radio interface as the previous units, it
forms the gateway between the sensors and the (remote)
application. Built upon an embedded Linux platform, the AB

provides the resources to manage the local network and to
retrieve the measurement data. Its various interfaces ease the
connection with the Internet and all system software can be
upgraded remotely.
The top level consists of a remote Internet-hosted Data
Warehouse (DW) that runs on a central server. It provides an
on-line image of all the sensor data in the system and is used to
store, control, analyse and verify the system. A single DW can
manage a large number of different ABs (sites).

Application-specific views are created via clients that
communicate with the data warehouse.
The architecture allows the efficient operation of a single 10sensor site as well as a hundred sites with thousands of sensors.
The system can be introduced gradually without changing the
underlying concept. In addition, new sensor types can be added
on without any modification of the communication
infrastructure.
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Sensor Units
Relays
Application-specific client

Site #1
Access Box
XML

Load analysis client
Data Warehouse
Report/Alarm client

XML
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&
Actuators

local (wireless)
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Figure 2: System architecture

2.2 Self-Organizing Protocol
Specific constraints were to be respected during the design of
the wireless sensor network communication protocol. Without
being exhaustive, the following elements were identified to be
important:
• Self-configuring: automatic configuration and frames
should reroute when nodes are not available. Therefore,
nodes announce themselves spontaneously at regular
intervals if they are not connected to a network;
• Power efficient: battery life should be large to minimize
cost;
• Probabilistic access with CSMA/CD: avoids to implement
time scheduling and facilitates to move nodes from one
network into another;
• Single channel: results in simplicity and resource
minimization if bandwidth is not an issue;
• Simple: each node needs to run one a small 8-bit CPU. A
node can only store one frame at a time;
• Multi-hop: nodes that are out-of-range should transparently
connect via one or multiple hops;

• Flooding and routing: flooding is used for network
discovery but routing allows for faster delivery;
• Synchronous and asynchronous access: the first is
managed by a master but node initiated events can be
transmitted spontaneously;
• Handshaking: frames have to be confirmed to make sure
that delivery occurred;
• Unique addressing: each node has a 32-bit unique
identifier and may contain multiple ports;
• Network identifiers: a 16-bit value can be used to operate
overlapping networks in a distinct manner;
• Independent on physical layer: the protocol can be
implemented for different frequency bands;
Figure 3 gives the generic frame format. Specific broadcast
addresses are used to address classes of nodes with a single
transmission and the type field contains control bits and
classifies the frames in different functions. The sequence
number is used to avoid transmission loops, whereas the frame
number serves to identify the frame independent on
retransmission. The data payload is followed by an optional
routing path and a cyclic redundancy check.
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Source
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Data
payload

32-bit address
of destination
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Figure 3: Frame format
High power efficiency is obtained with the concept of
forwarding and non-forwarding nodes. RUs are forwarding
nodes and used to implement radio coverage in a local network.
These nodes are permanently powered and always available to
the network. On the contrary, SUs are non-forwarding nodes
and can be set to sleep when no data needs to be recovered. This

property allows for large power savings at the cost of a master
(AB) to manage the logical link layer. Forwarding nodes cannot
perform any sensing, but a node may eventually combine the
two roles implementing the concept of a terminode.
Implicit power reduction is obtained by the fact that nodes in
sleeping mode will not receive frames that are not directed to

them. Although this can be considered as a side effect, it will
efficiently contribute to considerable savings.
Both flooding and routing are implemented after it was
observed that data throughput decreased drastically when
adding relays in the system. Analysis showed that this
phenomenon is due to asymmetrical transmission and reception
(Figure 4).
It may occur that a message from A (1) to B is received directly,
while the response (3) needs to use relay C to go from B to A
because the direct path (4) is out of range. If a node can only
hold one frame, node C may still hold the outgoing frame ready
to send, when B already sent its reply. Thus, C will ignore (3),
which will thus never arrive at A.
busy

5
C
2

3

1
B

4

out of range

A

Figure 4: Delay before reply is needed with flooding
due to possibly asymmetrical transmit-receive
condition
The solution is to add a delay in node B that allows each relay
to flush pending packets (2) thus receiving (3) and sending (5)
from C to A. Another solution is to use routing, which will
implicitly transfer a frame via a specific path. In this example,
the frame would be routed directly from A to B (1), whilst C
would ignore the frame. The response would take the path B-CA (3, 5) without being blocked and without having to wait
before sending.

2.3 Wireless Hardware
All nodes in the wireless sensor network are basically based on
the same electronics. The active elements of this complete
micro system include the radio IC, a microcontroller and
external data memory (Figure 5).

functions of the device and reads the probe(s) via I2C. A little
more than half of the instruction code (total equals 8192
instructions) is used for the protocol. The small total data
memory (512 bytes) limits the maximum packet size to 72
bytes.
An external serial EEPROM is used to store all configuration
parameters (unique hardware address, sensing interval, alarm
levels, etc.) as well as logged measurements. A magnetic reed
contact is used to be able to check the connectivity locally.
Activation of this contact starts an echo sequence that makes the
LEDs blink on reception of a reply.
The average total power consumption for the sensor including
the probe and measurements being retrieved every 15 minutes is
just above 3µA. This is achieved through extensive use of a
sleep mode that is activated sending a special frame. The power
is roughly equally distributed between the radio, the
microcontroller and the probe and results in autonomy of 8
years with a 250mAh button cell. As a comparison, the Mica
platform [2] mentions an average power consumption of
200µA. An interesting path could be to use the circuitry of
Wisenet® [3].

2.4 Typical Case
As an example, the SECURIfood™ solution is running since
early 2002 in a store of a Swiss retail chain with 55 sensors and
4 relays. The placement of these relays was empirical and
simply geographically distributed. As the relays are powered
from the light source, they are switched off every night. In the
morning, every sensor announces itself again and the night
measurements are retrieved by the Access Box.
It has been observed that the communication paths are quite
random. Some sensors connect with a relay at 50m, others
communicate with a relay at a closer distance. This property is
explained by reflections, frequency shifts due to temperature
and by the spread of the radio performance.
The installation of the complete site takes 4 hours without the
need of any special equipment to measure radio propagation for
example.
Instead of buying the equipment, the customer pays a monthly
fee including the rent of the equipment, data hosting and an
alarm service. For the current example, many alarms have been
detected and contributed to quality improvement and wastage
reduction.

3. CONCLUSION
Wireless sensors provide a flexible and powerful solution to
monitor the cold chain at different levels of the logistical chain.
These sensors need to be self-configuring and plug-and-play to
simplify their use and minimize costs. The ultra low power
consumption completely avoids battery change and thus further
contributes to the economic feasibility of the solution.
The implicit redundancy of a wireless self-configuring system
allows for fast installation without special equipment. It also
contributes to the robustness of day to day operation in harsh
environments.
Figure 5: PCB of the wireless node
The radio part is built around a very low power transceiver from
XEMICS [1]. It operates in the 433 MHz frequency band with
FSK modulation and requires typically 6 mA in reception mode.
The transmission rate (up to 64 kbps) can be selected by a
parameter in the external data memory.
All radio functions are handled by an ultra low power
microcontroller, also from XEMICS. With 24 IO ports, a UART
interface and multiple interrupt sources, it controls all the core
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Networked Cows: Virtual fences for Controlling Cows
Zack Butler Peter Corke† Ron Peterson‡ Daniela Rus§

1.

MOTIVATION

Our goal is to develop computational approaches for studying
groups of agents with natural mobility and social interactions. Such
systems differ in many ways from engineered mobile systems because their agents can move on their own due to complex natural
behaviors as well as under the control of the environment (for example drifting to follow wind patterns). We wish to model such
systems using physical data and to use the models for controlling
the movement of the mobile agents and the information propagation between them using virtual fences, implemented on smart networked collars attached to the animals. Our main motivation and
application is in the agricultural domain. Herds of animals such
as cattle are complex systems. There are interesting interactions
between individuals, such as friendship, kinship, group formation,
leading and following. There are complex interactions with the environment, such as looking for a water source in a new paddock
by perimeter tracing along the fence and random walking within
the perimeter. Such behaviors are well known to farmers but not
so well documented. Furthermore, limited control can be exerted
whose effect is to move the animals around. This could be greatly
beneficial in terms of reducing the amount of expensive fence maintenance and mustering required by ranchers.
In this work we combine robotics, networking and animal behavior to create a fence-less approach to herding cows called control
by virtual fences. The cow society can be viewed metaphorically as
well as physically as a network. By endowing each animal with the
computation, sensing, and networking capabilities needed to drive
virtual fencing we will obtain a networked system that can function
as an information backbone for the group. Information can flow
across this group to update individual parameters and programs (for
example the motion plans for the virtual fences), coordinate tasks,
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and aggregate data collected by the individuals. However, because
the system is large in numbers and spread, information flow has
to be regarded as a group operation. It is impossible to physically
connect to each animal at any one time. This suggests that it is
important to know how long it takes for one message to reach the
entire group.
The group is connected with wireless capabilities, but the transmission range for each animal is limited. When two animals are
within transmission range, they can exchange messages. Thus, we
implement message transmission with a multi-hop routing model.
A complication is the natural mobility of the system. Since communication is predicated on animal proximity, movement may disconnect the network and prevent information from being propagated. Connectivity is important because it allows data and program transmission across the network. Because the size of such
networks is large, it is impractical to expect that each animal will
be programmed individually; rather new programs will propagate
through the network using ad-hoc networking.
Two fundamentally different approaches to controlling animal
position are a physical agent such as a sheepdog or robot, and a
stimulation device worn by the animal. In the first category there
is the pioneering work of Vaughan [6] who demonstrated a mobile
robot that was able to herd a flock of ducks to a desired location
within a circular pen. In the second category there are a number of
commercial products used to control domestic pets such as dogs.
These typically employ a simple collar which provides an electric
shock when it is in close proximity to a buried perimeter wire. The
application of smart collars to manually control cattle is discussed
in detail by Tiedemann and Quigley [4, 5]. The idea of using GPS
to automate the generation of stimuli is discussed in [1, 3]. In [2]
we describe our first experiments to controlling a herd of cows with
a single static virtual fence using an approach that relies on ad-hoc
networking.

2. TECHNICAL APPROACH
Our virtual fences combine GPS localization, wireless networking, and motion planning to create a fence-less approach to herding
animals (see Figure 1). Each animal is given a smart collar consisting of a GPS unit, a Zaurus PDA, wireless networking, and a sound
amplifier. The animal is given the boundary of a virtual fence in the
form of a polygon specified by its coordinates. The location of the
animal is tracked against this polygon using the collar GPS. When
in the neighborhood of a fence, the animal is given a sound stimulus whose volume is proportional to the distance from the boundary,
designed to keep the animal within boundaries. Cattle domain experts have suggested using a library of naturally occurring sounds
that are scary to the animals (a roaring tiger, a barking dog, a hissing snake) and randomly rotating between the sounds. Our prelim-
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Figure 1: (a) Aerial view of Cobb Hill farm. The fields where experiments were conducted are outlined in black. North is up. The
photo displays an area approximately 1 km on a side. (b) The components of the Smart Collar include a Zaurus PDA, WiFi compact
flash card, eTrex GPS, protective case for the Zaurus, an audio amplifier with speaker, and various connecting cables. (c) A fully
assembled Smart Collar, with PDA case open. (d) A cow with a collar.

inary experiments indicate that cows respond to sounds by moving
in the direction in which they are heading. The collars are tasked
with the virtual fence coordinates using multi-hop networking because the pastures are too large for single hop messages to reach
all the animals. The messages propagate from animal to animal as
they come within transmission region.
A virtual fence is defined by a point Fp and a normal vector Fn .
This representation allows for an easy test to determine whether
the cow is behind the fence. Several fences can be combined to
represent an enclosed boundary. The startle/stopping function of
the virtual fence can be implemented as a large force that stops or
turns the agent and is delivered via a stimulus. One simple option
is to produce a stimulus whose magnitude is proportional to the
agent’s distance behind the fence. This graduated stimulus will
help the agent better understand the location of the fence [1, 2].
A static virtual fence can be used to constrain location. The virtual fence can be also be dynamic by automatically and gradually
shifting its location. A moving fence can be instantiated with a
non-zero velocity Fv , in m/s. The point Fp is then moved as a function of time along the normal, Fp t  Fp 0  γFn Fvt. We have
also begun to develop motion planning algorithms that can determine automatically how to move virtual fences as a function of the
environment (with obstacles corresponding to trees, rocks, rivers,
etc.)

3.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We have implemented a static virtual fence algorithm in simulation and deployed 10 smart collars on cows at Cobb Hill Farms
in Vermont1 . Our physical experiments targeted four issues: (1)
collecting data to create a grazing model for the cows, which is
used in the fence control algorithm; (2) collecting connectivity data
and information propagation data, which is used to determine the
multi-hop routing method for networking the herd; (3) collecting
stimulus response data for individual animals; and (4) collecting
response data for the virtual fence on single animals. We also implemented an interactive GUI, shown in Fig. 2, which allowed us to
monitor the locations of the animals and their network connectivity
as the experiments proceeded.
As far as the networking is concerned, we found that for the most
part, the cows remained close enough to maintain overall connec1 This work was done under protocol assurance A3259-01 given
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of
Dartmouth College.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: GUIs used on laptops to monitor field experiments.
(a) Sound control GUI. Pressing a button triggers a sound on
a specific cow. (b) Map control GUI. Shows the last reported
position of each cow, whether it is currently playing a sound,
and whether an Alive message has been received recently.

tivity, but not complete single-hop connectivity. These data were
obtained by analyzing the reception of the “Alive” messages sent
by each collar back to the base station once per minute. Any such
messages heard directly by another collar represent a one-hop connection, while any collar not receiving such a message represents
a lack of connection. A graphical presentation of this analysis is
shown in Fig. 3, which shows the positions of the cows at a single
point in time together with the one-hop connections present at that
time. As in this snapshot, the herd was generally not sufficiently
clustered to allow one-hop connectivity between all animals. Quantitative analysis for the duration of the experiment, showing the
number of one-hop connections present as a function of time, is
presented in Fig. 4.
We also used the GPS data collected by the collars together with
the message logs to determine the range of the wireless system. In
Fig. 5, we show the distance traveled by each hop of each message.
Most messages travel a short distance between nearby animals, but
others travel over distances up to about 100 meters. We do not
achieve the maximum theoretical distance of WiFi, and we believe
this to be the result of the antennas being around the cows’ necks
and often near the ground, so that the animals and wet ground absorb significant amounts of the signal.

model. We implemented virtual fences, and noted that the animals
slowed down significantly when crossing fences and receiving the
stimulus, but this was not sufficient to keep them on the desired side
of the virtual fence. Alternatively, one can imagine augmenting the
increasing sound stimulus with electric shock [1]. The animals responded to some of our sounds but habituation to stimuli remains a
question. Details of these experiments can be found in [2]. Animal
experts such as Dean Anderson believe when the sounds are graduated and accompanied by shocks habituation does not happen. We
plan to conduct some joint experiments with his group to verify
this.

Figure 3: Network connectivity among the herd at one point in
time during field experiments. It can be seen that many connections exist, but even some short ones do not, presumably due to
the locations of the antennas relative to the animals’ bodies and
the ground.

Together these data indicate that a multi-hop protocol is required
to disseminate information to the herd, since it is important that the
control messages are received by all collars and acknowledgments
of these messages get back to the basestation. However, we have
also determined that sufficient connectivity exists (at least in small
herds) to efficiently and effectively communicate with a multi-hop
protocol and share data. We have also considered implementing
store-and-forward protocols. These were not necessary in these
preliminary experiments, but in future applications the herd may
be significantly larger and form several cliques, so with a single
fixed basestation store-and-forward may be necessary for efficient
dissemination of control messages.

Figure 5: Distances over which messages were successfully sent.
Range obtained from GPS positions of the cows sending and
receiving messages.

4. CONCLUSION
In summary, we described a new application of robotics and adhoc networking to a system for controlling cows via virtual fences.
Our simulation results are very encouraging. We also carried out
a series of experiments in the field, with our prototype collar hardware functioning well. The results of both the networking aspects
and the animal control aspects both show promise for this application, but much work remains to be done.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The ability to track the position of the user is an essential part of many applications [7, 4, 2]. It is well known
that Global Positioning System (GPS) is limited as a navigation aid by its inability to provide static heading and its
lack of availability when used around obstructions (terrain
or man-made) or in the presence of jamming. Therefore,
it is necessary to develop a positioning system which can
complement GPS in GPS-compromised areas, which is not
a trivial task.
With advances in computation, communication and sensing capabilities, large scale sensor-based distributed environments are emerging as a predominant mobile computing
infrastructure [1]. Hundreds or thousands of small, inexpensive and low-power sensors, such as Berkeley Motes [5], can
be quickly deployed to monitor a vast ﬁeld. In this work we
make use of this mobile infrastructure and new product innovations to build a pedestrian tracking system (PTS) that
is capable of working either indoors or outdoors. Fig. 1 illustrates the system architecture. The system involves a Dead
Reckoning (DR) module, self-organizing wireless networks
(sensor mote network) and a map database. Dead reckoning is used by DR modules to determine their positions and
trajectories, and the sensor mote network is used to collect
trajectory data and make them available at a base station
for further processing. The DR module consists of the Leica
Geosystems DMC-SX three axes accelerometer and magnetic compass (Leica Vectronix AG [6]) combined with a
generic wireless controller board, with the radio, the processing and the power storage all integrated. The controller
board for DR module and network nodes both use the opensource Berkeley Motes with the TinyOS. In the following, we
call the DR module unit with the generic board, NavMote,
and a network node, NetMote. The NetMotes play a critical
role in NavMote calibration, trajectory data collection and
exﬁltration, all via wireless communication links. The trajectory data collected by NetMotes can be further exﬁltrated
to an information center for displaying, map matching, and
other purposes.
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Figure 1: The pedestrian tracking system architecture
There are two challenges for the PTS: On the NavMote
side, the resource-poor mote prevents using any computationally expensive algorithms, while size, weight and cost
constraints need to be met. On the network side, a large
amount of data need to be downloaded from the NavMote
to one or more of (unreliable) NetMotes and forwarded to
RelayMote with error-prone wireless channels. In this paper, we focus on the design challenges of the NetMote network. (For additional information regarding hardware, sensors, and DR algorithm, see [3].)
The present application diﬀerentiates itself from the traditional sensor network applications in several ways. First,
large and sudden bursts of data must be delivered to the base
station with a low latency. The transport of event impulses
is likely to lead to varying degree of channel contention and
network congestion. Second, these trajectory data are not
redundant, requiring a near zero loss-rate. Third, but not
last, the wireless links are highly unpredictable and unreliable, and bidirectional connectivity cannot generally be
achieved. Commonly observed in the experiments are isolated nodes/clusters, leading to extended latency and even
network deadlocks. To address these problems, we implement an IEEE 802.11 DCF (RTS/CTS/ACK) scheme to
avoid channel contention, while guaranteeing a low-loss rate
delivery with aggregated message ACKs. In our self-healing
adaptive routing scheme, every node maintains a set of nexthop candidates. The “best” candidate is selected based on
throughput estimate. Various deadlock cases due to missed
messages are identiﬁed and countermeasures are taken to

eliminates these cases.

2.

THE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 Overview
A typical scenario involves the reconstruction of the space/
time path a subject has taken from an initial to a ﬁnal location. While the NavMote carried by the subject is out
of range of the network, it uses the ﬂash memory to store
the accelerometer and compass data in real-time. Custom
algorithms provide compensation for adverse sensor orientation and calibration, and for collection with possible coding
of data. When the subject enters again into radio range of
the network, the data captured by NavMote are extracted
automatically via wireless communication and deposited in
the NetMotes’s EEPROM. These data that are distributed
within the network are then via multi-hop transmissions sent
to a designated special “relay” or “destination” mote (RelayMote) for further processing. At this stage, we assume the
initial location is known and localization service is available
to provide NetMote positions.
In what follows, we discuss the technical consideration
that underpin the design of the NetMote network while the
detailed design is presented in the next subsection.
The media access control plays a signiﬁcant role in the
performance of managing bursts of data in a wireless shared
medium. A number of sensor networks use CSMA or variants for medium access. For example, the TinyOS platform uses a simple CSMA MAC. CSMA suﬀers from the
well-known hidden terminal problem in multihop environment. IEEE 802.11 utilizes an RTS/CTS exchange to eliminate hidden terminals. Although the signaling cost of the
RTS/CTS exchange is high for sensor networks where the
packet size is small, the scheme is justiﬁed for the PTS application due to the burst traﬃc characteristics; for a threeminute walk, NavMote has approximately 12 KBytes (compressed) data, which are often downloaded to several NetMotes. Every NetMote then tries to transmit the data in
its buﬀer of size 128 × 16 Bytes in one RTS/CTS exchange.
Hence the number of RTS/CTS exchanges is quite small
compared to the data size. Random delays are also introduced in addition to backoﬀ as suggested in [9]. To further
reduce energy cost, ACK is used in an aggregated manner,
not for every single packet.
In the course of network operation, NetMote and link failures may lead to arbitrary and unsupport topology. The
RelayMote is required to use the active topology for extraction of information from the network and distribution of
control packets to the NetMotes. The algorithm which we
have used to satisfy the requirements of reliable routing is a
distributed leader election algorithm. The algorithm is used
to construct a minimum-hop spanning tree, such that each
NetMote knows a “parent node” closer to the RelayMote. At
each hop, the NetMote receives a packet and retransmits it
to upper level. As a preventive measure, a periodic recomputation of minimum spanning is triggered by the RelayMote
to account for any changes in the topology. Furthermore,
all the NetMotes keep the number of transmission retries
as the throughput estimate. The best parent node, which
has least number of retries, is selected. Max retried times is
also set to prevent from forwarding data to inactive or dead
NetMotes. If there is no “good” parent available, then the
NetMote holds data till the next spanning tree update. The

watchdog function is another essential part of the scheme to
ensure a robust routing protocol. For instance, silent motes
caused by CTS can be unlocked automatically even in case
of missing messages or software task deadlines.

2.2 NetMote Network Middleware Services
The software supporting the PTS application is written
using TinyOS/NesC [8]. The software is organized into a
stack consisting of three layers; the application, middleware
and operating system or O/S layers. There are three primary application services: Coordinator: This service manages the interaction of the other application services; Dump:
This service downloads trajectory data from the NavMote
to the NetMote’s EEPROM; Exfile: This service streams
data in a NetMote’s EEPROM to the network’s RelayMote
(base station).
There are ﬁve primary middleware services: Ping: NavMote uses this service to determine if it is in the vicinity of
a NetMote; Backbone: This service builds and maintains a
robust minimum hop spanning tree from all NetMotes to the
RelayMote; Clock Synchronization: This service maintains a
global clock variable across all nodes in the network; Localization: This service initializes and maintains a variable representing the NetMote’s physical position; Telemetry: This
service periodically sends packets down the network’s backbone to the RelayMote. The telemetry packets contain information about the network’s current conﬁguration. This
service is used by the RelayMote to build a picture of the
entire network.
The O/S services are software components interfacing directly to the mote’s physical resources such as the UART,
radio, sensors, clock, random number generator, and EEPROM (logger).
The services in the middleware layer are responsible for
setting up and maintaining the network infrastructure required to recover data from the NavMote in a ﬂexible and
reliable fashion. As soon as a NetMote is reset, it starts
up these middleware services in a speciﬁc order. The Clock
Synchronization and Localization services are started ﬁrst
in order to initialize the mote’s clock and location variables. Once these services have stabilized, a signal is issued
which starts the Backbone service. This service automatically builds a minimum hop spanning tree from all NetMotes
to the RelayMote. The service is designed to detect changes
in link quality that would adversely eﬀect the network connectivity. Upon detecting such changes, the backbone service reconﬁgures its spanning tree to restore network connectivity. Finally, once the backbone service has stabilized,
it issues a signal which starts the telemetry service. The
telemetry service simply sends packets to the RelayMote
that provide the user with a global view of the network’s
connectivity.
The NavMote uses the Ping service to ﬁnd the network.
Upon ﬁnding the network, it uses the application layer’s
Dump service to download the trajectory data to the network. The dump service works in an opportunistic manner,
dumping as much data as possible to the nearest available
NetMote’s EEPROM. The download then switches to another download should the original dump stream be interrupted. Having multiple NetMotes store the NavMotes data
is desirable since a single NetMote may not have enough
EEPROM to store all of the trajectory data and the subject
may be moving from being close to one NetMote to being

closer to a diﬀerent NetMote.
The Exfile service is used to transmit data logged in the
NetMote’s EEPROM to the RelayMote. The coordinator on
the NetMote ensures that the Dump and Exfile service operate in a mutually exclusive manner. In this way, the Exﬁle
service does not begin until the download from the NavMote
has stopped. Upon starting, the Exﬁle service begins reading data stored in EEPROM and storing it in a 128 line (16
Bytes/line) buﬀer. Once this buﬀer is full, the service issues
a request-to-send (RTS) to the next-hop on the backbone’s
spanning tree. All nodes (except the sender and next-hop)
hearing the RTS are immediately set to a dormant state,
thereby establishing a basic service cell (BSC) in which the
sender and next-hop can communicate with little interference from other NetMotes. Upon receiving a clear-to-send
(CTS) from the next-hop, the Exﬁle service begins transmitting the buﬀered data, line by line, to the next-hop. Every
four transmitted lines is acknowledged (ACK) by the nexthop. Should the sender miss an ACK or the next-hop miss
an expected message, then they issue a clear (CLR) message
that resets the basic service cell so it is ready for the next
RTS message.
The Exﬁle service essentially streams data from all NetMotes with logged data to the RelayMote. The trajectory
data transmitted by the Exﬁle service follows the same spanning tree used by the Telemetry service packets. The ﬁnal destination for both message streams is the RelayMote.
Upon being caught by the RelayMote, the packets are forwarded over the RelayMote’s UART to a PC that is running a Java graphical user interface (GUI) called NetConsole. The GUI displays telemetry packets that are forwarded
to the RelayMote from the network. The data contained in
these packets allow the GUI to display the NetMote and
NavMote position and neighborhoods. The data also allow the GUI to display the routes and connectivity between
NetMotes. Finally, the NetConsole dumps the decoded data
packets to a ﬁle for subsequent post-processing.

3.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we describe the development of a pedestrian tracking system that uses three-axes accelerometer and
magnetic compass (Leica Geosystems) and a mote network
consisting of Berkeley motes.
The system was examined in both indoor and outdoor environments. One group of experiments took place in swamp
terrain. The subjects took 5-minute or 3-minute walks through
the test course. The principal performance measures are:
1. Exﬁltration Performance Measure (Rec Rate): The
number of exﬁltrated data lines / number of downloaded data lines.
2. Download Performance Measure (DTime, DTput): Download Time, number of downloaded data bytes/sec.
3. Exﬁltration Performance Measure (ETime, ETput):
Exﬁltration Time, number of exﬁltrated data bytes/sec.
4. Trajectory Reconstruction Accuracy: Plot of reconstructed trajectories viewed against aerial map of region.
Table 1 shows the observed performance metrics for the
4 trials conducted during the test. A total of 21 NetMotes
are deployed in a 3 × 7 grid, with a grid size around 7 feet.
The table shows that we were successful in recovering 99%

1
2
3
4
Avg.

Rec
Rate
99.9%
100.0%
100.0%
99.9%

DTime
(sec)
200
189
189
184
190.5

DTput
(b/s)
84
72
79
63
74.5

ETime
(sec)
69
111
67
55
75.5

ETput
(b/s)
242
127
222
213
201

Table 1: System Performance
of the NavMote’s trajectory data, with download times on
the order of 3min/3min walk (70 data bytes/sec) and exﬁltration times on the order of 1min/3min walk (200 data
bytes/sec). Extensive experiments show that the accuracy
of walk distance estimate is with ±3% and heading accuracy
±1◦ .
Our experiences tell us that sensor nodes and wireless
links are much unpredictable and unreliable than one might
think. Hence a simple yet robust MAC scheme/routing protocol are critical to any sensor network application. We focus more on the high throughput and low loss-rate aspects,
without fully addressing the energy-aware network operation, which is in some sense more important for the sensor network applications. Other practical challenges include
node localization, network security, privacy, and authentication. We believe however that our development oﬀers a
vision of future mobile environments that may emerge once
ubiquitous wireless coverage becomes available.
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ABSTRACT
This abstract enumerates the challenges in using motion-enabled
wireless sensors to characterize boundaries. It also provides a
brief overview of our work in boundary estimation and outlines a
novel three-dimensional testbed designed to support experiments
in boundary estimation.

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
The detection of delineation between regions in large physical
spaces is a highly desirable capability across many domains.
Scientists, regulating authorities and public safety officials are
interested in studying the propagation of gases and fluids in
physical environments. Example applications include the tracking
and monitoring of poisonous gases, oil and chemical spills in
terrestrial and marine environments, algae blooms and fire
spreading. Although some distributed phenomena can be studied
using the remote sensing capabilities of satellites or radars, there
are many cases where remote observation becomes more
challenging in obstructed environments such as urban settings,
dense forests and indoor environments. Remote sensing is also
practically infeasible with some types of chemical sensing where
sensors are required to have physical contact with the chemicals
being sensed. Despite the fact that boundary estimation is not an
entirely new problem, and has been studied in other domains, its
application over large regions imposes a new set of challenges
that remain to be addressed. Some initial work in determining
boundaries with static sensor networks [6,9] has shown that large
deployment densities and heavy-duty computation are required to
accurately characterize boundaries with irregular shapes. In this
abstract we advocate that scalable systems composed of mobile
computing and sensing platforms make a good technology
candidate for the development of efficient and reliable boundary
estimation methods that can potentially relax the deployment
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density requirements and at the same time provide more accurate
boundary descriptions.
Figure 1 illustrates a simple two-dimensional example of
boundary estimation in a town setting. A set of mobile sensor
nodes are deployed at a set of predefined observation posts in a
town setting to monitor for toxic clouds. Once a toxic cloud is
detected, nodes reposition themselves around the perimeter of the
cloud and start moving around the cloud to give a more accurate
description of its perimeter. In an ideal system one would also
require the nodes to return back to their observation posts after the
plume is dealt thus creating a reusable system. Figure 2 depicts a
hybrid scenario where sensors mounted on cars roaming around
the town can give further information about the toxic plume. Even
these simple scenarios present a set of challenges that need to be
addressed.

Figure 1 a) Mobile nodes deployed to detect and estimate a
toxic plum, b) nodes reposition themselves around the
boundary of the plum
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Figure 2 Using uncontrolled mobility to collect
information about a boundary
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Our presentation begins with an enumeration of the
aforementioned challenges, followed by a brief overview of the
related work. We conclude with an overview of our efforts
towards addressing this problem.

2. Mobile Computing Requirements for
Boundary Estimation
The ultimate goal for distributed boundary estimation is to
develop a set of robust and provably correct schemes for
describing boundaries using a set of mobile and wirelessly
connected nodes. The realization of such a task entails the joint
consideration of mobile networking and boundary estimation
issues. What is needed for these schemes is an intelligent set of
motion control primitives that allows the collaborative control of
nodes according to the sensed stimuli. The mobility decisions
should be localized, and should preserve network connectivity
and take energy and latency requirements into consideration.
Moreover since node mobility is often hindered by cost and
terrain obstructions in many environments, designers should also
consider hybrid approaches that exploit pre-existing sources of
mobility. In a town setting for example, sensors mounted on
public transportation and public service vehicles to monitor for
toxic gases. This sensory information could be used as inputs a set
of autonomous mobile nodes that will move in the area of interest
to detect the boundary.
Although the design requirements are very application specific,
the simple scenario discussed here outlines a set of emerging
challenges for the mobile computing community that are
enumerated below:
a) Connectivity maintenance – Coordinated node motion
decisions for detecting and describing boundaries should also
preserve network connectivity.
b) Efficient motion coordination primitives – Mobile nodes need
to coordinate themselves through a set of coordination primitives
based on neighborhood relationships that also consider the energy
and latency tradeoffs. In the case of toxic plume detection, latency
can be life critical.
c) Reusability – Economically feasible boundary estimation
systems should be designed for reusability. Estimation algorithms
should be designed so that they can detect and describe multiple
boundaries in space and time. A possible solution would be to
have nodes return to a set of pre-determined observation posts
after a boundary has been described and dealt with.
d) Node selection – In many situations, boundary estimation can
be performed efficiently by using a fraction of the nodes in the
vicinity of a phenomenon. To accommodate such situations,
boundary estimation algorithms should select a suitable subset of
the nodes to participate in the estimation process, while
preserving the rest of the nodes for future tasks.
e) Leveraging uncontrolled mobility – Controlled mobility is
often challenged by current technology limitations so it is still
hard to imagine autonomous mobile platforms that can go
everywhere. Pre-existing mobile entities could be exploited to
mitigate these issues by attaching sensors to these entities. When
monitoring for poisonous gases, sensors could be attached to
public transportation and public safety vehicles that roam around
the town. This implies the development of an appropriate set of
intelligent information harvesting mechanisms that fully leverage
the combination of controlled and uncontrolled mobility.
f) Energy/latency awareness – Practical designs need to consider
the energy cost of mobility and communication. Moreover, in
many applications related to toxic plume detection, the latency
associated with the description of the boundary is life critical.

This implies that a suitable boundary estimation algorithm should
provide a set of latency guarantees for the detection of a chemical
plume.
g) Sensing attributes – The properties of sensors need to be
closely considered during the algorithm development phase. For
instance certain types of chemical sensors are point sensors, that
is, they need to have direct contact with the chemical being
sensed before they can detect it. This attribute will make them
unsuitable for use with boundary detection algorithms that assume
that each sensor has a sensing radius associated with it like the
cases considered in previous coverage work [1].
h) Boundary properties – It is expected that different classes of
boundary estimation algorithms will have to be designed for
different classes of boundaries. Each class of algorithms should
consider the boundary attributes. Is the boundary static or
dynamic, is there a specific diffusion pattern related to the
boundary. Does the boundary have a gradient? In addition to
estimating the boundaries, mobile computing systems may
become an enabling technology for scientists interested in the
study of boundary behaviors?
i) Energy replenishment strategies – Since untethered mobile
nodes have finite energy, it is natural to consider a set of
strategies in which nodes reorganize themselves so that they can
occasionally reach a limited set of recharging stations where they
can refuel.
j) Relation to other problems – To operate effectively in
obstructed environments, nodes should be location aware and
should have some knowledge of coverage. This suggests that
boundary estimation should either jointly consider node
localization and coverage, or should use a set of pre-existing
solutions and consider the corresponding accuracies.
k) Synchronization requirements – Fully distributed mobile node
coordination may require synchronous operation. The tradeoffs
and requirements of synchronous and asynchronous operation in
relation with the communication capabilities of the mobile nodes
should be carefully considered.

3. Related Work
The study of boundaries has been traditionally explored in the
image processing community [7,8]. These approaches use
rigorous centralized processing based on a global view of the
image. The limited availability of global view in distributed
phenomena hinders the direct application image processing
algorithms to the boundary estimation. Researchers in mobile
robotics have explored an alternative set of approaches related to
boundary estimation. In [7,8] Marthaler et al. present a set of
collective motion mechanisms based on energy minimizing
curves or “snakes” from image processing. Both algorithms are
driven with an environmental detector function that follows a
predefined gradient to the plume. Using this function a set of
autonomous robots can be placed around the plume. This
approach assumes some prior knowledge about the boundary and
its concentration. The problem of identifying a target using a set
of autonomous robots has been also studied in search problems
[5]. These problems can provide a starting point for the
development of search algorithms with which mobile nodes can
search and identify a plume. A preliminary evaluation of the
latency and energy cost of such coordinated searches is presented

in [5]. Another recent approach in mobile robotics based on
computational geometry constructs is described in [1].
More recent efforts in the sensor networks community have
resulted in a collection of schemes related to edge detection in
static sensor fields. The work in [2], propose and compare three
alternative schemes for edge detection: a statistical approach, a
filter-based approach, and a classifier-based approach. Another
approach for edge detection is presented in [6]. This approach
makes use of the concept of dual space to transform points into
lines and lines into points. Despite its elegance, the complexity of
this approach on non-linear boundaries makes less applicable in
recognizing odd-shaped boundaries created by natural
phenomenon. More recently another method for estimating
Lipschitz continuous boundaries in static sensor networks is
proposed in [9]. This begins with a uniform rectangular partition
of the sensor domain and uses a hierarchical pruning strategy that
prunes back the original partition to obtain a non-uniform
partition adapted to the boundary. The main drawback of static
approaches is that they require dense sensor deployments and
have limited resolution. We anticipate that the intelligent use of
mobility will help to alleviate many problems and will relax the
deployment density requirements. At the same time mobile nodes
can trace boundaries, thus improving the accuracy of boundary
description.

4. Our Approach
Our initial study of boundary estimation is focused on the creation
of reusable sensor fields estimating boundaries. Our initial
formulation assumes that the boundaries are static and that
sensors have a point-sensing-range. The point-sensing range
assumption implies that a sensor cannot detect the boundary from
a distance. It needs to have contact with the boundary in order to
detect it. The primary focus of our approach is in the selection of
a subset of sensors to participate in the boundary estimation
process. The selection is based on the proximity of the mobile
nodes to other nodes inside the boundary. Once the selection is
complete, the nodes follow a distributed coordination algorithm to
reposition themselves along the boundary. Rather than completely
describing the shape of the boundary, the selected mobile nodes
try to create a perimeter that encloses the boundary.
To better understand the problem constraints and underlying
challenges and to quantify the energy costs and tradeoffs between
mobility, communication and computation we have also designed
a three-dimensional testbed described in Figure 3. This testbed
will enable us to instrument complex scenarios that will provide
experiment support for boundary estimation. The testbed is
comprised of a three-dimensional indoor structure that supports
two types of mobile nodes, suspended and nodes-on-wheels. The
suspended nodes that can move in the on the x, y, z-axes
emulating spider-like motion and the nodes-on-wheels have a
robotic mechanism so they can roam on the testbed floor. To
create artificial boundaries, our tested includes a set of heat and
light sources and a projector mounted on the ceiling for projecting
boundary images on the testbed floor.

Figure 3 The ENALAB sensor network testbed
for boundary estimation
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ABSTRACT
Distributed sensor networks offer many new capabilities for
monitoring environments with applicability to medical,
industrial, military, environmental, and experiential fields. By
making the system mobile, we increase the application space
for the distributed sensor network mainly by providing
context-dependent deployment, continual relocatability,
automatic node recovery, and a larger area of coverage. In
existing models, the addition of actuation to sensor network
nodes has exacerbated three of the main problems with these
types of systems: power usage, node size, and node
complexity. This paper introduces a proposed solution t o
these problems in the form of parasitically actuated nodes that
gain their mobility and local navigational intelligence b y
selectively engaging and disengaging from mobile hosts i n
their environment. This paper also illustrates the work that has
begun to design, implement, evaluate, and demonstrate a
parasitically actuated wireless sensor network as a solution t o
these problems and to explore new applications and features of
a system with this type of mobility..

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.m [Hardware]: Miscellaneous

General Terms
Experimentation

Keywords
Mobile Sensor Networks, Parasitic Actuation

1. INTRODUCTION
We are at a point in time where advances in technology
have enabled production of extremely small, inexpensive, and
wirelessly networkable sensor clusters. We can thus implant
large quantities of sensors into an environment, creating a
distributed sensor network. Each individual node in the
network can monitor its local space and communicate with
other nodes to collaboratively produce a high-level
representation of the overall environment. By using
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distributed sensor networks, we can sculpt the sensor density
to cluster around areas of interest, cover large areas, and work
more efficiently by filtering local data at the node level before
it is transmitted or relayed peer-to-peer [1].
Furthermore, by adding autonomous mobility to the
nodes, the system becomes more able to dynamically localize
around areas of interest, allowing it to cover a larger total area
with fewer nodes by moving nodes away from uninteresting
areas. Such approaches are well suited to sampling dynamic or
poorly modeled phenomena. The addition of locomotion
further provides the ability to deploy the sensor network at a
distance away from the area of interest, useful in hostile
environments. Cooperative micro-robots can reach places and
perform tasks that their larger cousins cannot [2]. Mobility
also allows the design of a system where nodes can seek out
power sources, request the dispatch of other nodes to perform
tasks that require more sensing capability, seek out repair, and
locate data portals from which to report [3].
But the creation of mobile nodes is not without a price.
Locomotion is costly in terms of node size and power
consumption. In dense sensor systems, due to the large
quantity of nodes and distributed coverage, it is difficult t o
manually replace batteries or maintain all nodes. Some
researchers [4] have explored using robots to maintain
distributed networks, but this is difficult to implement over
large, unrestricted environments. Additionally, the added
intelligence and processing power required for a node t o
successfully navigate in an arbitrary environment further
increases the power and size requirements of each node. Large
nodes, in physical size, complexity, cost, and power
consumption, prevent the sensor network from being
implanted in most environments [5, 6]. Although harvesting
power from ambient sources of energy, such as sunlight,
vibration, etc., is an active topic of research in the sensor
network and mobile computing fields [7], the amount of
energy that can be passively gleaned is usually insignificant
when compared to that needed to physically move the network
nodes.
This research is concerned with exploring a novel type of
mobile distributed sensor network that achieves the benefits
of mobility without the usual costs of size, power, and
complexity. The innovation that allows this to happen is the
design of nodes that harvest their actuation and local
navigational intelligence from kinetic entities in their
environment. The node will be equipped with the ability t o
selectively attach to or embed itself within an external mobile
host. Examples of such hosts include people, animals,
vehicles, fluids, forces (e.g,. selectively rolling down a hill),
and cellular organisms. These hosts provide a source of
translational energy, and in the animate cases, they know how

Figure 2: At right is a screenshot of the simulation’s
editor that allows you to define geographic boundaries,
assign environmental behaviors and set initial
positions of hosts and parasitic nodes

Figure 1: Photograph of an operational parasitic
sensor node, showing the sensor-actuator layer (top),
radio-processor layer (middle), and battery-power
layer (bottom). A GPS layer (not shown) is presently
nearing completion.
to navigate within their environment, allowing the node t o
simply decide if the host will take it closer to a point of
interest. If so, the node will remain attached; when the host
begins to take the node farther away from a point of interest
the node will disengage and wait for a new host.
This area of research aims to develop and understand a
potential method for the combination of mobile sensor agents,
dense distributed sensor networks, and energy harvesting.
These areas have been active and fruitful over past years, now
that node size has decreased while node capability has
increased. The combination of these interests can be addressed
as parasitic mobility. Moreover, research in parasitically
actuated sensor nodes may reveal novel applications only
achievable with systems of this type.

schemes, compare the energy cost and performance of parasitic
mobility to other forms of mobility, identify which behaviors
are valid for which environmental situations, and also t o
provide us with a starting point of expected results.
The second two testbed systems we are designing are
actual sensor network hardware systems that have the ability
to become mobile parasitically. These two systems are based
around the same sensors, communications, and processing, but
differ in their mechanical structure and parasitic modality.
Each node is equipped with a GPS module, in-field
rechargeable battery system (145 mA-hr) with gas gauge,
Bluetooth communication module supporting a selfconfiguring scatternet topology, 16 megabytes of flash data
memory, and a suite of sensors including temperature, inertial
motion, proximity to solid objects, light, audio, and
temperature. A prototype node including all of the above
components (excepting GPS, which is now being integrated) i s
shown in Figure 1; it forms a roughly 1-inch cube when fully
assembled.

2. Current Research

The first of these two systems is built into a sphere and
has the ability to stick to objects that it comes in contact with.
It can then shake itself loose with a vibrating pager-style
motor when its behavior dictates.

Some of the behaviors we are investigating involve trying
to get to a specific geographic location, finding and analyzing
an area of interest according to its sensor suite, locating a
power source for recharging, attempting to maximize sensor
coverage of an area, and seeking out other nodes to perform
distributed tasks. We are currently building three systems t o
address these research goals [8].

The second device is similar, but instead of a pager motor,
it is equipped with a hopping actuator that allows it t o
selectively jump on and attach to a host body that it detects
within its target range. It can then hop off at a specific
locations or when it detects a new host that is potentially more
useful. The weight of the complete module with hopping
actuator attached is 40 grams.

The first system is a software simulator (Fig. 2). This
allows us to design environments of a particular geometry
with varying degrees of navigational difficulty. We can then
populate the environment with environmental attributes and
mobile hosts that behave in a particular, pseudo-random, or
completely random way. We can then add parasitically
actuated devices and give them behaviors and goals. This
simulator allows us to quickly evaluate behaviors and control

The current hardware nodes are small enough t o
innocuously hop onto vehicles, perhaps attaching and
releasing with a permanent magnet shutter. As electronics
continue to shrink [9], invisibly engaging animate hosts
becomes more feasible. Tests [8] are now underway that use a
"Trojan Horse" approach, where nodes perhaps confer some
kind of benefit and look interesting enough for people to pick

up and carry willingly. When it wants to be released, a node
vibrates, buzzes, and flashes annoyingly.
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